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final farewell for
J& ii^&^fe^M graduating
seniors as they
l^^fPp^T^
i[I i u y^mC^J^PMI leave SU for the real world.

Students

campaign
change
OMSA
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Intown for the summer? Bored?
Don't know what to do? Check
out our entertainment guide!
A&E, 11

Food, flowers, fiesta

$25,000
stolen from
dorm room

to

MEGAN MCCOID
Managing Editor
Detectives fromthe SeattlePolice
Department are currently investigat

PEGGY EATON
News Editor

ing the theft of $25,000 cash tha
occurred nearly a month ago in
BellarmineHall.
On May 1 1, a female resident i
Bellarminecalled Seattle Universit
Safety and Security to report the in
cident, according to Mike Sletten
managerofSafety andSecurity. Sh
wantedIhe theft reported lo the SP
as well, Sletten added.
According to a report released b
the SPD, two officers were dis
patched to the dorm that evening
where the victim reported that th
cash had been stolen from a des
drawer in her room sometime be
tween May 7 and May 9.
The victim then named an mdi
vidual, a female SU student, who
she believed was responsible for the
theft. This alleged suspect was interviewed by the two officers anc
read her Miranda rights, the police

It was important enough to make
the three administrators schedule a
meeting to discuss it.
Seattle University's minority students caught the administration'sattention — enough so that soon-to-be
PresidentStephen Sundborg,SJ, acting President John Eshelman, and
Vice President of Student Development Hank Durand sat up and listened to them in a meeting held yes-

terday.
The nine minority clubs which operate

under the Office of Minority

Affairs,
requested
Student
yesterday's meeting with the administrators to discuss the "failure of the
institution to fully represent students
of color."
The topic of concern for minority
students was the future of the Oilice
ol MinorityStudent Affairs (OMSA),
specifically its organization under
Student Development.
The students objected to aproposal
that wouldmerge OMSA and InternationalStudent Center (ISC) to form
a multi-cultural center headed by an
executive director.
Under this executive director, both

report states.
Mandy

Matzke / Assistant Photo Editor

Shortly after, the officers recovered $11,000 cash from beneath a
wooden pallet on the south side ol
the Lemieux Library, according to
the report.
That money
was returned

A student takesfoodoffered tohim atlast weekend'sfiestain CampionBallroom. Thefiesta, one
was sponsored by the Marianas Club. Other recent
of many put on during spring quarter,
'
celebrations haveincluded Hui O Nani Hawaii's Luauandthe AlianzaFiesta Caliente.

ISC and OMSA would be operated
separately by two assistant directors.
"It is a grand idea to combine us (ISC and
OMSA), but the fact is our needs are different," saidLisa Nguyen of the Vietnamese Student Organization.

Although this reorganization is only a proposal at this time, the students also objected to
the already finalized decision to hire an assistant director for the office.
The club representatives said they needa full
director rather than merely an assistant director.

"Without the director, we feel that there is no
one to look to, no one to lead us," saidAlianza
president Grizelda Sarria during the meeting.
The assistant directorposition will be filled
by the endof this month, according to Durand.
Durand and Eshelman said the motivation
for reorganizing that area of Student Development came from the attempt to reduce what
Eshelman called"administrative layers," without compromising student needs.

See Office on page 5

SU plan slated for approval

Theallegec

Administration gets two letters
criticizingplan's effect on community
TERI ANDERSON

when generating the Master Plan.
lawyer
A
for the university in turn submitted
a response to the Seattle City Council arguing
ha(J
that
su ...
.

Seattle University's Master
Plan is slated to

co before

suspect

account

ExecutiveEditor

the

r.

Seattle City Council in late
July, early August, said Jerry
Pederson, director of administrative services andplanning.
Last week, SU administrators received two letters submitted to the Hearing Examiner from Squire Park residents who arguedthat

Slt^l^Sjn^ity

the university had not taken the community into

j

Heuerson

added.

Additionally, the
lawyer argued that
the community had
involved
been
the

tv

itli*tut

thn

to the victim,
it adds.

V4fiy_

ter Plan drafting
process, which begannearly three years ago.
The Master Plan is a 15 year development

SeeMaster Plan on page 5

turned over a
Gucci watch
to one of the
officers,

was
placed into
evidence.
She was then
arrested and
taken to the
EastPrecinct,
where she
which

was

inter-

See Theft
on page 3
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Preparing to go home

GMAT Prep offered by the Albers School of Business
and Economics
A six-session Graduate Management Admissions Test
(GMAT) preparation course will be held from 5:30p.m. to

7:30 p.m., Wednesdays,until June 18, on campus. A foursession course will beheld from 9 a.m. to noon,Saturdays
June 7, and June 14, at the Eastside Education Center in
Bellevue. GMAT testingis required for all students applying to graduate school, and students planning to begin in
the Fall, 1997, must take the test scheduled for June 21.
Cost for the prep course is $190. Registerby calling 206-296-5733.
SU to award 1,515 degreesatJune 15 commencement
ceremony
Seattle University will award 1,515 degrees at its 78th
commencement ceremony on Sunday, June 15, at 12:40
p.m., in the Seattle Center Arena, 305 Harrison Street.
The Class of '97 includes 1,016 undergraduate students
and 665 graduate students,including 17 doctoral students.
The university's School of Law awarded 290 degrees during ceremonies on May 17.
Help Desk extends hours for Spring Quarter
Beginning this quarter the Help Desk, which provides
technical support for computer users, willextend itshours
to 8 a.m.-8:30 p.m. Monday to Friday. Both walk-in and
phone support will be available from 5-8 p.m.

Molly McCarthy /

Assistant Photo Editor

MonicaRoutt andNancyHinderlie ofthe Seattle University women's crew teampack boxes inBellarmine hall
inpreparation for the end ofthe quarter.

Science students apply
engineering lessons

Scholarshipopportunity
College students who are U.S. citizens and have a B+
gradepoint average are eligible for a $1,000 college scholarship. Thirty-five scholarships will be awarded nationwide. A student's academic performance, involvement in
extracurricular activities and financial need will also be
considered.
For more information,contact the Educational Communications Scholarship Foundation at 721North McKinley
Road, PO Box 5012, Lake Forest, IL 60045-5012.

Funds available for graduate presentation
TheProvost's office has made $5,000 available for graduate student presentations or co-presentations of graduate
student and faculty. The money is available for presentations at conferences between February and June 30, 1997.
The presentations must be at a state, national or international conference to receive funding. Applications can be
submitted to Dean Sue Schmitt at the Schoolof Education.
Free computer courses available
Seattle University offers free computer courses for students, faculty and staff members. The one-day classes,
which typically lastno longer than two hours, are taught on
a variety of subjects including Internet use, introduction
and advanced classes for specific computer programs and
creating web pages.
For more information about the classes, call 296-5550.

Service provides free financial guidance
Collegestudents canreceive free financial advice through

the College Answer Service, a toll-free hotline dedicated
to answering questions about financial aid. The service
provides search tips for educational grants and work-study

jobs as well as well as information about loans and assistance filling out financial aid applications.
The College Answer Service can be contacted byphone
at 1-800-891-4599 weekdays from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or by
visiting the College Answer web site at hup://
www.salliemae.com.

JESSE WOLDMAN
StaffReporter
In theAfricancountry ofZambia, villagers are forced
touseoldcar batteries,lights, and fuses tocreatepower.

Now,becauseofsomeSeattle University students, they
may have found an easier way to get their energy.

Last fall, agroupofScience andEngineeringstudents
wereassigned the taskof findingalternative sources of
energyfor villagersinZambia. Theproject is justoneof
themanythat willbe ondisplay at the1997 Science and
EngineeringProjectsDay.
Thisyearmarksthe 10th AnniversaryofProjectsDay,
whenScienceandEngineeringstudents finally unveil to
thepublic theprojects thatthey havebeen workingonall
year.
Theprojects willbeondisplayin theLemieux Library
ReadingRoom on Friday, June 6. The festivities will
beginat9 a.m.inthelibraryfoyer, where registrationand
tours of the projects will take place.
"Projects Day is for engineering students what a
galleryis forartstudents,"ElectricalEngineeringfaculty
member Robert Heerensaid. "Itis theplace where their
work is showcased."
Projects are required of all graduating seniorsin the
Science and Engineeringdepartment. Last fall,professors assembled students into teams, and assigned each
group a topic. The teams weresponsoredbycompanies
such as Boeing,K2, and Hewlett-Packard, whofooted
large bills to fund theprojects.
The sponsors of the projects will be in attendance to
see the results, according to Tau Beta Pi President
Melissa Degen.
Ifthecompanieslike whattheysee,itcouldmeangood
things for students.
According to Heeren, a Seattle University electrical
engineering student was hired two years ago by the
Redmond-based companyPhysioControl after working
on the modeling of an electronic circuit used by the
company forhis seniorproject. His hiring,Heeren said,
wasadirect result of his senior design work.
"Clearly, therehave frequently beenpossibilities for
post-graduationemployment," Heerensaid.

One oftheprojects that studentsmayremember from
pastyears wasthehybrid electric vehiclethat nowstands

in frontofBarmanCenter. Heeren said thatthisproject,
developed three yearsago,involvedfive teams of engineering students from all three departments (civil,mechanical,and electrical)who designed various parts of
the car.
Heerenalsonoted several wheelchair projects in the
past as being "examples of engineeringdesign at its
creativebest." Inone of these projects, he said,aonedimensional joystick controlled the direction of abattery-powered wheelchair.
Cynthia Gilbert is one of the graduating seniors who
workedontheZambiaprojectforthisyear'sProjectDay.
'Toget startedwe talkedwithFather Otten, whospent
years in Zambia,"Gilbert said. "Hehad seenfirst-hand
some of the problems that villagers faced there. He
showeduspictures,and we beganbrain-stormingdifferent types of power-generating schemes."
Gilbert said that the members in her team worked
individually ondifferent methods of producingenergyOne group member, she said,designed a wind-upradio
thatrequires no batteries or electricity.
"Rightnow,he's tryingtodevelopagravity-system so
itcan wind upon its own,"Gilbert said.
Gilbert said that working onthe seniorprojecthelped
her gainsome skills thatshe can use aftergraduation.
"The experience yougain workingina team environmentis veryimportant," she said. "Working withothers
and having to keepdeadlines has reallyhelpedme, and
hopefully next year Ican avoid some of the same
pitfalls."
JuniorMelissaDegenplans to work onaproject next
year. Thisyear,though, sheand othernon-senior engineering students willattend ProjectsDay and give support toseniors who completed their projects.
"Engineeringclasses are cancelled and normally students arerequiredby theirprofessors toattend," Degen
said. "Some of themare walking around taking roll in
their notebooks while they look at the projects."
ProjectDay is open toall Seattle University students.
A freebreakfastand lunch willbeserved in the library
foyer for those whoattend.

News
Theft: resident
Ten state schools compare
suspects roomate
tuition increases, SU ranks #5 in crime
Seattle University's tuition hike keepingpace
with other Washington institutions
Katie McCarthy
StaffReporter

school tocompete with thehigher education collegesanduniver-

Seattle University is not theonlyprivateuniversity or college
that is raisingits tuition for the next academic year.
With a 3 percent raise in tuition at SU, students will now pay
$14,130, up from $13,680. This

calculates to a difference of $450
that students and parents willhave
to pay
All 10 of the private colleges in
Washingtonare planningonraising
their tuition for 1997-98. SU is
posted as having the sth highest
tuition in the group.
Addingtogether tuition, roomand
board, Whitman College is at the
top ofthe list with$25,220peryear,
a 5 percent increase from lastyear.
University ofPugetSound placed
second with a pricetag of $23,860
per year, a 4 percent increase from
last year.
Whitworth College places third
with atotal amount of $20,168, a 6
percent increase from last year.
Gonzaga University was fourth
with atotal of $20, 150 a 3 percent
increase fromlast year.
Finally SU ends up in fifth place
with the totalof $20,004.
Some SU students and parents
may find it interesting that the tuition for 1987-88, withoutincluding room and board, was $7,200.
Since then the tuitionhas increased
7.5% percent over a ten year average to $14,130.

sities.
TheraiseallowsSUto be more selectiveinrecruiting faculty
so they can concentrate on givingstudents a quality education.
Eshelman addedthat the upgrade todivisionthree inno way

From page 1
viewed further for investigation of theft, the
report also said.
The exact amount of money stolen is not
known and the remainingbalanceof the $25,000
the victim reportedmissing was not found, the
report concluded.
Slettenconfirmed an additional report from
The CapitolHill Times, which also states the
incident and arrest that occurred, but adds that
the alleged suspect was actually the

CRUNCH TIME

victim's roommate.
Residential Life would not state
whether or not the two women are
still sharing a room, explaining that
they cannot release such information.
Phyllis Brazier, housing coordinator for Residential Life, would only
comment that "all the proper actions

necessary for the situation" were taken
by the office.
Sletten stated that "it (the theft) is
actively under investigation by Seattle police detectives."
Officer Renee Miller, a spokesper-

It (the theft) is
actively under
investigation by
Seattle police

detectives.
MIKE SLETTEN,
MANAGER OF SU
SAFETY AND
SECURITY

John Eshelman, actingPresident
of SU, felt that there are several
reasons why tuition at all private
colleges has giganticallyincreased

son for the SPD, confirmed that the
case was still under investigation.
However, no formal charges have been
filed yet, she added.
"When all the follow-up work is
done," Miller said, "the detectives
will send the case to the prosecutor's

over the past decade.

"We have expanded from what
colleges were20 yearsago." Eshelman said. "We now have counseling, technologyand compensation
costs to add to theuniversities."
Eshelman went into the budget
process wanting to slowdownthe
rate oftuition increase. He eventuSteveFord / Spectator
ally wants to see the amount of
tuition godowntonomore thanthe
Srobol Smutkupt andMike Johnson study in the Pigott Atrium earlier this week. With final
yearly inflation rate.
exams,papers andproject due dates approaching, study areasinPigott andthelibrary as well
"The rate of increase was pushas computer labs arefull, signaling the endofspringquarter.
ingbeyond what we want peopleto
be accessible to," Eshelman said.
"We need to be no more than 1
affects the raiseof tuition. It actuallyallowsthe school to give
percent above the inflation rate this year."
To meet this goal this year therehas had to be some budget more financial aid andincrease theavailability ofsports here on
campus.
cuts. Eshelmanaddedthat all schools werehaving tomakecuts.
SU triedtheirhardSince theschool is no
longer giving money
est to compensate
away for athletic scholthose who's job's
arships, the extramoney
were cut by offerwill be added to the
ing them with anamount of financial aid
otherposition here
on campus.
that SU willgive away
to the students.
"It's a wide
Eshelman said that,
spread effort to
control costs" Escombined with the law
school, SU gives away
helmansaid.
$13
The need for a
million in financial
aid. This money also
raisein tuition is to
comes from funding
help out with the
further advancefrom various sources,
ment needed atSU
endowmentand general
and allow the
revenue.

office."
The King County Prosecutor's Office will then review the complete
case, Miller explained,and make the
decision of whetheror not to file formal charges against an individual.
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News
KSUB directors prepare for station's third year
KSUB-sponsored concerts, possible Campion hookup planned
Shane Updike

StaffReporter

After being off the air for the
last quarter and losing its current sta
(ion
director
KSUB, the Seattl
University radio

doesn't work then we will try
and wire Xavier for the station."
According to McCarthy, in
order to make KSUB more visible on campus next year the

large variety of music," Ponce
said. "We will have specialty
shows where,inaddition to the
regularcollegemusic, DJ's will
play anything from rap to Irish

DJ unity next year,"Pace stated.
"This year the DJ's did not
know each other very well. DJ's
can work together to better publicize the station."

radio station will
be sponsoring
concerts of both

KSUB can only be heard on
campus and cannot get an FM
or AM signal, but the station

on the air from noon until midnight, complete with some new
staff people, including a new

will possibly be all over the

bands,events and

jig. We want to make the station attractive to everybody."
The stationis retainingsome
of the DJ's from this year and
alsohas alreadyinquiries from

coffee nights at
the radio station.
"We are trying
to attractlisteners
not only with special events, but
also be playing a

incoming freshmen about working for the station. And according to Ponce, next year there Internet radio," McCarthy said.
will beDJ training to make help "All we need is a computer to
make the station more profes- goalong withour donated softsional.
ware and we will put the radio
"We really want to work on station on the Internet. This

music director. The station is
currently looking for a broadcast engineer to do technical

SU and outside

station,is function

ing again and ha
two new station

managers whohave
changesinmind for
year

Freshmen Molly
McCarthy
and
Romie Ponce are
the new co-station managersfor
KSUB 1330. They are taking
over this position from Kara
Storey, the station manager/his
year, who resignedbecause she
felt that she would not have
enough time to devote to KSUB.
She willcontinue to beinvolved

worldas one ofthe first college
stations to be on the Internet.
"A big plan for us is to go

Next year KSUB plans

to be

work for the station.

"Everything about the station
will be improved next year,"

McCarthy said. "KSUB will be
a radio station worth listening
to."

Bro d y
O'Ha r ran ,

ASSU 1996-1997 resident

music programming and on air
broadcasting.
McCarthy and Ponce are already have plans for next year
to make the station more visible and entice SU students to
listen. The problem with the
transmitter that kept the station
silent has been fixed, and next
year the station will be definitely be heard in Bellarmine
and will possibly be on the air

representative,
passes the torch
to his successor
Jason Madrono
while President
Troy Mathern
looks on at the
ASSU
installation

ceremony

Tuesday night.
O'Harran was
installed as
ASSU executive
vice president.
Mathern will
graduate this
year, to be
replaced by
ASSU 1997-1998 president
Katie Dubik.

in Campion.

"Campion is not a guarantee
because of hard wiring problems that we may have,"
McCarthy said. "If Campion

New
stores
pop up on
teri Anderson
ExecutiveEditor
and
PEGGY EATON
News Editor

possibility."

A changing of the guard

with the station by doing some

First Hill

way people from all over the
world can tune into the station.
We are very excited about this

The shopping center brought
groceries as well as a Washing-

QFC purchase.

tonMutual Bank

center,

of

In addition to the shopping
a new gas station has
also poppedup

The
complex

official grand

in-

opening eel-

steps

also

branch within

... . 7

The Spectator

'f

cludes a
New developments are rapidlypopping up around Seattle

Bartel's
Drug, a

University.
Recently the FirstHillneighborhood, while partially fighting the expansion of Seattle
Univeristy's Master Plan, is
expanding itself with several

Cinnabon,
a Gyros

new businesses in the area.
Last month saw the opening

restaurant

and

a

pasta
store and a

hairsalon.
Harvard
of the much anticipated QFC Market also includes underand corresponding Harvard ground andabove groundparkMarket shopping center after ing. Undergroundparkingcosts
over a year of construction and money unless you have your
delays.
parking validated through a

near Campion
Tower.

The grand
opening promotion willinclude a ribbon cutting ceremony, free food giveaways,
special sale prices and entertainment. The event is free to
everyone.

/

Check it out this
summer!

http://www.seattteu.edu/student/spec/main.htm

News
Office: students claim
international women director necessary

Reception held for
Aki Yanagisawa

StaffReporter

For the past eight years, the WWC has
beenholdingmany eventsto supportwomen
of various groups. A workshop co-sponsored by theStudentHealthActivitiesCommittee and
Wellness and

n honor ofinternational women at
Seattle
University, women at the
Wismer Women's Center
agreedlast week to take a furPrevention,
ther step in creating programss
for example,
not
that will supportinternationali
educated
female students on campus.
to
women with
International students who
tips andinforsuffer fromcultural shock andj
a
system mation under
language difficulties neednot
the title of
tolerate any more hardships or to
"Travel
upon theirarrivals,said twelve
Health." The
women who gathered to dis- at
Center also
cuss the variousinternational1
sponsored a
women'sissues.
film presentaNalini Iyer of the Englishi
tion called
department talked about her
"Voices
from
Nalini Iyer
roughexperiencessheencoun- "
Inside" about
tered when she first arrived to
women in
the states from India as a universitystudent.
prison.
"I remember not knowing how to open a
The WWC conducts Women's Reflection
bank systemor tobuy groceries at supermar- Hour forSilent Prayer andReflection every
kets," Iyer recalled. "I was completely lost Mondayat the Administration Chapelfrom
whenI
first got here."
Mara Adelman of
the communications
department also mentioned storiesof international students who

/ remember
knowing how
open bank
buy groceries
I
\ supermarkets. I
was completely lost
when I
first go here.

had told her of their
perplexing experiences after arriving to
the states.

"I've had students
whowereripped offat

theairport, feltlostand
were
treated
unrespectfully when
entering the dorms,"
Adelman said. "This
is absolutelyunnecessaryin auniversitythis
size."
A solution for such

yond the administrative hierarchy to the
atmosphere and apparenthigh turnover
rate in the office.

extensive leadership training for club
leaders that was in the past available
and funded through OMSA did not get
funding this year,illustrating minority's
disintegrating voice on campus due to
lack of a director devoted to minority

During fall quarter, OMSA's direcKeith Grate, resigned, leaving the
office essentially leaderless.
After this resignation the director of

concerns.
"It is our conclusion that many of
these problems stem from a vacancy in
the Director position and it is our de-

From vase 1
Yet the student concerns reached be-

tor,

ISC,Faizi Ghodsi, took chargeof OMSA

mand that the Office for Minority Stuas Executive Director of Student Ser- dent Affairs haveaDirector..." read the
vices,partially fuelingminoritystudent agenda for the meeting.
That is where Father Sundborg,
concerns because they saidGhodsi was
not as familiar with minority students' Eshelman and Durand came in.
concerns as international student ones.
Then, recently, another counselor,
MariaPadin, left the office. According
to the students, the inconsistency in staff coupled with the

Eshelman took notes during the meet-

ing and promised the students to discuss
the matter and give them feedback by
early next week.

Those
in attendance

lack of an exclusive OMSA

leader and therefore also lack of
direction have plagued the
OMSA office
According to APISO President Matt Nakata this has produced negative effects for stu-

Without the
director, we feel
that there is no
one to look to,
no one to lead
us.
Grizelda Sarria,
Alianza

dent Affairs in
that
the
(OMSA) di-

-6r

came fromtheir
) department,"
ta said.
Nakatasaid that the

president

repre-

sented
t
h c
United
Filipino
Club,
Alianza,
MEChA.,

VSA.the

Marianas

Club, the

Associated Students of
African

Descent,
APISO,

Hui O'
Nanj Hawaii and the Native American
Student Council. In addition, Katie
Dubik, 1997-1998 ASSU president, attended.

Master Plan: City
Council to decide future
ofconstruction at SU to
be decided this summer

problems came from
Nina Valerio of the
School of Education
talked aboutthe helpful systematic programs at the University of lowa she enFrom pave 1
countered as astudent
plan for SU. It contains plans for nearly 10 new developments,
from the Philippines.
the law school, a parking garage, student housing and
including
The program wascona
mixed-use
building to name a few.
cerned about what faWhenever
an institution such as Seattle University plans a
cilities best served ingreat
developments,
deal
of
the city requires it to create aMaster
ternational students
Development
Plan.
This
isbecause
of the impact the construction
the
topics
and what
will have on the surrounding community.
universityshould disThroughout the process, SU administrators have met with
cuss as a whole.
members,city officials and neighborhoodactivists to
community
Mandy Matzke / Assistant Photo
of
suggestions
With
Editor
they
ensure that
wouldwork on ways to lessen the impact that the
programs that wi
International students as wellas variousfacultyandstaffmingle at the Wismer Center
teach internationalstu- while discussing issuesthat impact international students when coming to the United developments willhave.One of those ways they have done this is
by creating a transportation plan that will help increase the
dents how to ask pro- States.
number of SU commuters who use public transportation.
fessors questions and
dormitories,
ago, the university came under fire from a large group of
for
to
1
Several
months
p.m
noon
apply for residency in the
neighborhood
to
residents
open
people,
mentor
"TheCenteris
all
menand
who strongly believed that the university's development
proexample, the group also listed
plans
women,"
to
were
not
in
tune
with
the residents' plans to turn 12th Avenueinto a thriving
women,
and
Kill
said.
"We
used
be
called
grams, courses on international
economic
center.
Women,
Wismer's
for
The
Center
but
I
social events as alternatives.
However, the university has attempted to respond to that criticism by signing a
Adelman, who often invites her students changedit to The Wismer Women's Center
contract to lease the first floor of a future development that will be built on the
home for social gatherings, also suggested tonotmake it soundlike itis onlyfor women."
The WWC holds art exhibitions inits of- street. The bookstore is expected to be moved there by 1999 thus bringing more
starting a gathering at her home from next
pedestrians to the street, Pederson said.
year whereinternationalstudentscan discuss fice at Loyola 103 to display paintings and
fromartistic
women
Another thing they have done is change the locationof the law school from the
sculptures
fromaround
various concerns and be guided with helpful
original
site on Broadway to the street, he added. While the entrance to building
general
are
to
open
the world. The exhibits
advice.
during
will
at
public
with
its
office
hours
from
10
a.m.
to
be
the side of the building rather than directly on 12th Avenue, it will be
people
"It's great to see a group of
along
the street.
Mondays
and
located
Kill,
p.m.
throughThursdays
a
4
from
director
such passion," said Victoria
As
got
along in the process, the criticism has slowly dwindled away
Fridays.
10
to
on
SU
further
p.m.
a.m.
3
of Wismer Women's Center.

News
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IS looks to improve
campus computer services
spectator

Staff

news

Congratulations

to increase support for departments creating web sites.

to the 1997-1998 Spectator Staff

Toestablishbetter communiInformation Services and a
technologycommittee have recently made attempts to put the

university's primary computer
needs on the agenda.
The Information Technology
Policy Committee (ITPC), in
conjunction with IS, spent the
wintermonths identifying computer and networking needs of
users and developing a plan to
respond to those needs.
The project involved forming an interview team that included four members of IS, the
chair of ITPC, Toni Murdock,
and formerIS ExecutiveDirector Charlie Folkner.
Approximately 16 interviews
of people ineach academic college, staff in various administrative areas and students gave
the interview team a comprehensive look at the technological needs of the university.

The recommendations from
the committee included improv-

ing communication, making
available media carts earier to
use, improving the university
network, increasing remote

modem access capabilities, adjusting new administrative system and increasing responsiveness for students in the computer labs. In addition,IS plans

cation with students, faculty
and staff, IS will create an email or web-based newsletter
which will post the computer
training opportunities, maintenance schedules and information about updated software.
Hostingbrown-bag discussions
and developing a policy and
procecdurcs manual are also
changes that will be made.
In improving networking, IS
will continue to add software
and additional servers so that
the campus network willbeable
to respond to the demands of
..computer users.
To improve customer service
in student computing labs, IS
plans to improve labhours,provide a 24-hour lab with more
than just e-mail service. This
latest proposal will be ready by
the 1997 fall quarter.
Other committee members
included Paul Erdmann, director of academic computing,
Bruce Kendall, director of administrative computing services, Gerry McCallum, director ofNetwork services,George
Shearer, director of instructional media services, and
Bonnie Droon, administrative
assistant and associate provost
for programs and planning.
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WANTED!
Now hiring for 97-98

A handy dandy person to fill the lil'ol cowboy boots of the

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS COORDINATOR
Duties include: (15-20 hrs/wk)
'Bringing speakers to campus
'Approve budget requests from clubs and departments
♥Co-ordinate committee/forums
REWARD AVAILABLE (OR AT LEAST A TUITION REMISSION)
For mon details contact JIEBU MRtt/gEU WiLION at Hnitimd Pngfans 16042
Vhimjl it tumtißtflHlm fit
VHHHt
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11: Cowboy boots not required ud Uwre is no where to ptrk your hora, sorry.
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Sarah

Thompson
Special to the
Spectator
Sister

Kathleen

Sullivan,RSCJ (Soci-

I

B *A^»

mcGoldrick fellowship winner,
Slater Kathleen SullIvan,
recall* her Result influences

the Sacred
Heart), associate professor of mathematics,
was recently named
the 1997-98 McGoldrick Fellow by acting
President John Eshclman
The fellowship,named alter the Reverend James B. McGoldrick, SJ, is
awarded each year to a Seattle University administrator or faculty member
who best exemplifies Father
McGoldrick's commitment to students
and to the values of the Jesuit educational tradition.
To understand how much receiving
the McGoldrick award means to Sister
Sullivan, one would need to appreciate
the crucial role that Jesuits have played
in her life.
Their influence was felt early on in
ety of

I

the results and
ask questions
about the significance of the
outcomes.

The central
theme
of
Splash! is water
(hence
name),

the
which

students study
using a variety of disciplines: physics,
biology and chemistry.
"I tell the students in Splash! that
manypolitical decisions need to bemade
by citizens who understand the math
and science involved. Iwant them to be

the peasantclass, as Sophie did," Sister McGoldrick was about his impoverished
Irish childhood.
Sullivan said.
"As a young boy Father McGoldrick
Sophie
"Madeleine
also advocated
serve Mass because he didn't
her
nuns.
When
some
couldn't
strong studies tor
objected that such learning might make own a pair of shoes. When the parish
them proud,Sophie Barat'sresponse was, 'Knowledge
makes one humble. It is igno'"
rance that nourishes pride,
Sister Sullivan said
After entering the Religious
of the Sacred Heart, Sister
Sullivan taught inelementary,
junior high and high schools
Sister Sullivan's life. Her widowed before going on to earn a Ph.D.
mother, Bessie Burton Sullivan, moved in mathematics from the UniSister Kathleen and her two brothers to versity of Wisconsin, with a
Prairie dv Chicn, Wisconsin from Min- specialty in foundations of
nesota shortly after Kathleen's birth. mathematics.
"People are sometimes surWhen her children grew older, Mrs.
Sullivan enrolledher sons in Campion, prised at the combination of
nun," Sisa Jesuit high school for boys and mathematician and
"Perhapsthey
Kathleenin St.Mary's Academy,a Notre ter Sullivansaid.
don't think of math and sciDame high school for giris.
"This was a bold plan for a young ence as being people-oriwoman who never attended a private ented.' But Isee these areasas
school herself and had no money," Sis- having much to contribute to
the community and to social
iter Sullivan said. "We belonged to a
lusticc issues
helped
with
Jesuit parish and the Jesuits
Like Ihe Jesuits, the Reliin
school.
parish
religious instruction the
Heart strive
"Both of my brothers graduated from gious of the Sacred truth,
"in
the
the
Campion and Jesuit priests andscholas- to find God
His
and
the
love
of
crebeauty
tics were frequent visitors to our home.
Sullivan,
Faith and education were always (my ation." For Sister
most
litethis
is
one
of
the
mother's) greatest passions."
[gnation
elements
in
giving
Largely because of her ties to the Society of Jesus, Sister Sullivan chose to spirituality.
"I always wanted to take
become a nun in the Religious of the
courses
at a Jesuit University,
founder,
St.Madeleine
Sacred Heart. It's
had thatopportunity.
Sophie, was guided by a Jesuit when she but never
when Iwas
delighted
So Iwas
founded the Order and it has traditionat
position
a
faculty
ally had Jesuits for spiritual directors. ottered
SulUniversity,"
Sister
According to Sister Sullivan, Sophie Seattle
said.
owedthe extraordinaryclassical educa- livan
"Even
before Icame to SU
tion she received to her older brother, [in 1987], Ienjoyed the Father
who taught her what he was learning in
stories my brother
seminary.He was not a Jesuit at the time McGoldrick
tell,'" the nun said.
to
used
but he later became one.
[SisterSullivan'sbrotherisSU
"Women never received that kind of
President Emeritus Father Wiltime,
Sophie's
education in the Franceof
Sister Kathleen Sullivan helps a student, Laura Taylor, with aproblem on the computer.
Sullivan].
liam
privileged
even if they belonged to the
Father
"I
admired
Sister Sullivan said
classes, much less if they belonged to
McGoldrick's dedication and priest gave him a used pair, James those citizens!"
During
her
this fall, Sister
sabbatical
them
with
carry
ingenuity in guiding a strug- McGoldrick used to
Boston College and
gling Seattle College through him to church and he only wore them Sullivan will be at
considering
a research project
doing
is
wearing
them
Mass,
during
for
fear
of
its early days," Sister Sullivan
relationship
between science
about the
said. "Above all,Iadmired his out," Sister Sullivan said.
religion.
Sister Sullivan said Father and
determination to open Seattle
"The Jesuits have a history of imporwas very supportive ofher
McGoldrick
College to women."
tant
contributions to mathematics and
When his Roman superiors brother, who became President ofSU in
and this seems a fitting way to
science
were distrustful of co-educa- 1976, but she herself met Father
pursue
Ignation vision of 'finding
the
tion, Father McGoldrick recom- McGoldrick only once.
things',"
God
in
all
Sister Sullivan said.
an
"The James McGoldrick Imet was
mended that Seattle Collegeacto
examinethe
issues of
"I
wouldlike
elderly
standingin
Jesuit
frontofabuildcept only women.
faithand
religious
the
between
relations
he
as
the
ing
proudly
that
identified
"The male students have other
might
they
enthe
as
scientific
method
Center,"
she
said.
opportunities for a Catholic McGoldrick
high school
and
ter
into
middle
school
marks
the
year
The
This
summer
fifth
of
education in the area.
Science Splash!, a year-long program teaching," she said. Sister Sullivan bewomen do not." he said.
Fellowship is a
"Father McGoldrick's supe- which Sister Sullivan directs with the lieves the McGoldrick
University
for
Seattle
to affirm
way
riors were not happy with that help of otherSU administrators, for stu- creative
mission
the
values
in
its
statement.
solution and a happy compro- dents about to enter eighth grade; it is
"It will be, for me, a time of renewal
mise was the result!" Sister Sul- sponsored by Seattle University and
in
dedication to the spirit of Jesuit edufunded by the NationalScience Foundalivan said.
cation,
of which James McGoldrick was
perform
Another story Sister Sullivan tion. Students in the program
such
a
powerful
example."
data,
analyze
gather
experiments
and
Father
relayed

about

FEATURES
SU honors Archbishop
In the linalarticle oi a three-part series, the spectator reports on the liie and
times ol Seattle Archbishop 1homas J. Alurphy, who will be awarded with an
honorary decree at this years commencement.
Adriana Janovich
Staff Reporter

Mundelein Seminary
The archbishop was assigned
to parish ministry in the Archdiocese of Chicago and later
served with the Archdiocesan
Council ofCatholic Women and
Catholic Family Consultation
Service. He was elected as the
first President of Priests' Senate of the Archdiocese.In 1973,

At graduation on Sunday,
June 15, Seattle University will
present Archbishop Thomas J.
Murphy, 64, with an honorary

degree.

ArchbishopMurphy, who was
recently diagnosedwith cancer,
became the archbishop of Se-

attle and the headof the Roman
Catholic Church in Western
Washington in 1991. In May
1987, he was namedCoadjutor
Archbishop of Seattle and succeeded Archbishop Raymond
G. Hunthausen in 1991.
"I have gained a new perspective on the gift of life and

what Ipossess in

recent

months," Archbishop Murphy
wrote in a recent column in The

Catholic Northwest Progress.
"No longer doItake for granted
the ability to breathe, to see, to
taste, to touch. Ican no longer
take for granted a sunrise or a
sunset. Iappreciate even more
the sound of traffic and the

sound of music."
During his administration,

Archbishop Murphy has sought
to strengthen parishes, better
serve immigrant communities,

he was named President-Rector

of St. Mary of the Lake

Seminary.
In July, 1978, Archbishop
Murphy was named Bishop of

encourage vocations to priesthood, assist economically de- Great Falls, Montana, which
pressed timber communities, was later changed to the Dioand expandtheefforts ofCatho- cese ofGreat Falls-Billings. As
lic Community Services in Bishop, he served as the chair
meeting the needs of the poor, of committees on Priestly Forthe homelessand the afflicted. mation, Priestly Life and MinThe archbishop grew up in istry, and the American ColChicago, the son of two Irish legein Louvain for theNational
immigrants both named Conference of Catholic BishMurphy, where he attended ops (NCCB), the leadership
Stephen P. Ford / Spectator
Catholic grade school and high body of the Catholic Church in Archbishop
Thomas J. Murphy leans over the baptismal fount in the
school. He earned degrees in the United States.
ChapelofSt.Ignatius.
In 1992, he attractednational
philosophy, religious studies,
and theology from Saint Mary attention as Chair of the US continues to serve as Chair of of numerous articles which
of the Lake Seminary in bishops' Ad Hoc Committee on the AdHoc Committee on Stew- have appeared in Catholic and
Mundelein,Illinois. After be- Stewardship, which wrote the ardship, and is a memberof the secular publications.
"There is no waiting for the
coming ordained to priesthood pastoralietter,"Stewardship:A NCCBAdministrative Committee,
future,"
key
the bishops'
policyon April 12, 1958, Archbishop Disciple'sResponse."
he wrote. "The presence of the Holy Spirit makes a
Murphy earned a doctorate deHe served as the treasurer of making group.
The archbishop is the author difference."
gree in theology from theNCCB from 1993-1996, and

Gazing
to the Future
JAMES FIGUEROA
Features Editor
For the past two weeks, I'vebeen running ads for seniors to announce the cool things they're doing for
'
graduation.No oneresponded.Thisleadsme tobelieve that,likemyself, seniorsdon'thaveacluewhat they re
doing after they graduate.
However, thereare plenty ofpeople out there going to strangeand far off lands.ROTC people are getting
assigned to bases. Others are going to grad school. And here are three people who I
know are making
somethingofthemselves.
Photo Courtesy of

Antony

Redman

AntonyRedman.
Lee Armstrong

AntoinetteAlexander

Antony Redman

A liberal studies major, Armstrong actuallyhas the nexttwoyearsofherlife planned
out - at least tentatively.

Alexander became the star of the journalism track in the communicationsprogram
when she earned a prestigious, nationallysought internship with the Seattle Times.
The position whichpays $10 per hour
for the summer, but Alexander willbe
only
is
consideredfor a seperate three-yearinternship afterher currentone.Not onlywouldshe
receive a raise,but that job wouldbe a fora
regularpostilion with the paper.
"Hopefully,Iwillgo on,"Alexander said.
"I'mgoingtogo wherever myjobtakesme."
Becausetherearenoguarantees,Alexander
has already begun to make preparations by

Two days ago,Redmanreceived aFedEx
package containing information that he had
been eagerly anticipating. He is going to
Latvia,probably somewhere in the east,borderingRussia.
Redman,aninternationalstudiesmajor, is
enrolled in the Peace Corps. Five days a
week,he will be teachingEnglish inathirdworld village where he will be the only
American present for miles. Four days he
will be teachinggrades 8 to 12, andtheFinal
day he willbe instructing other teachers and

-

Photo

LeeArmstrong.

Courtesy of

Lee Armstrong

-

-

She has signed up as a teacher in the
AmeriCorps program, the one that Bill
Clinton initiated to help kids get a better
education. Although shehasn't beenplaced
yet, Armstrong knows she will go to one of
four places inLos Angeles the metro area,
Pasadena,Long Beach or...Compton.
"I'm going in to a profession where the
outlook, tosomepeople,is utterly hopeless,"
Armstong said of her anxieties. "But these
kidsneed oneperson in their lives tomake a
difference. If Icouldbe that one person, that planning to attend a career fair for other
would becool."
possible jobs.Putting the Seattle Times on
Armstrong hopes to be a principalsome- her resume wouldgive her an addedadvanwheredownthe line.
tage over the competition.

professionals.
"There is minimal contact withthe outside
world,"Redman said. "It feels good that the
governmentsent me somewhere to help another country. It shows that they think I'm
competant enough to do the job."

Part a lime

Ukay. Us the lasi issue, and we here at the features section an- tired ofdoing real news. Instead, we re
going to report on ourselves, and dammit, we re going to have fun. I lere, whether you lil<e it or not. is a
glimpse ol random conversation in the Spectator office on Wednesday night. loyour right are two press
releases that exemplily the sort ol stud that llie Spectator normally rejects

for publication. Enjoy!

IRON OUT, INC.
PressRelease

really say about wash your clothes
MFETOTAUtySMCKSIHCEHeRAtDoes analretentive have a
hyphen?l^jAe.
A&/J- Ac xavcw*^ «/*>*a£.

l^ua.
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ItsJames' fault
Littlebrats harass
Campion residents Managing Editor goes ballistic on sixyear-old ■needIke* uk.sealcf approval

HAHAHAHAHAHA In SO SORRY

mommy

Ishouldn't have been so mean to Tomas

Ishouldn't havG called the office a death chamber
YOUDON'T REALLY WANT TOKNOW WHATI
THINK 5d you've gat same real work to do
next week Idon't feel passionate about any of it
anymore Where is it? Iwant to find a mistake

TOURE GOING TO END IT ON A DAMN CLOCK TOWER WITH A
RIFLE NOW fov ©o&'0 sake, lock your cars We can ail
learn a lesson from themisfortuneof 25others It's
because they're idiot yuppie bastards! I"nJIS

WEEK 5 EPISODE, THE BITCH

Ifyou're not sureyou worTtget sued, put "it seems"

devalue
home

What reporters Change the way you

their stories

Concrete
stains

WashWise program

Press Release

IEd. note - The WashWise program's main concern is conserv-

The value of your home can
decrease when driveways and
walkwaysaremarredbyunsightly
rust stains. Rust stains fromrustingmetal or from lawn sprinkler
overspray can form on concrete
andstone.Theproblemmay look
permanent,but thereisa solution
to removing the unsightly stains.
There is aproduct that is particularly successful in removing
thesestains -SuperlronOut.Spray
the stained area with water and
sprinkle Super Iron Out powder
overthe stains.Letit set for a few
minutes,scrub lightly withabrush,
thenrinse away for water. Super
Iron Out dissolves rust stains and
turns theminto aclear liquid that
easily rinses away.
Super Iron Out is available at
area home centers, grocery and
hardware stores. Iron Out, Inc.
maintainsatollfree consumer hotline at1-888-IRON-OUT forquestions and comments.'

ing energy andother stuff. They also sent us fourfancy presskits
containinga sticker, a graphics disk, and a miniaturelaundrybag
with four coin-like condoms...er, chocolates.I
Every year, a traditional washingmachine wastes as much water
as the averageperson drinks in lifetime. It will also wasteenough
energy to power eight 60-watt light bulbs every night for five
hours. High efficiency tumble-action clothes washers have changed
all that. That's why the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
(NEEA) is asking residents in Washington. Oregon, Idaho and
Montana to change the way they wash their clothes /Ed. note
most college students wash with quartersI.
NEEA - an organization comprised of more than 140 of the
region's electric utilities; participating gas, water and wastewater
utiltics; and public interest groups -created WashWise to encourage consumers to choose high efficiency tumle-action washers.
The WashWise programoffers residents a $ 1 30.00 instant rebate
when they purchase a qualifying high efficiency tumble-action
washing machine from a participating dealer.
These washers save 60 percent of the energy and 40 percent of
the water used in traditional machines.Consumers who own the
high efficiency tumble-action washers report that clothes are
cleaner and reduce the need for detergent. They say they run
quietly and handle bulkierloads
and are so gentle they extend
the life of clothing. Because
they use less water and detergent they discharge significantly less wastewater. These
machines also use about 30
fewer parts which means that
there are thirty fewer parts to
break or wear out.
Along with an immediate
WashWise sent these two nifty graphics to the Spectator,
$130.00 savings, residents can
comparing the evil traditional washing machines to really

-

expect to save an

estimated

$100.00 annually through the
combined efficiencies of this

machine [Ed.

note

-

brand-new tumble-action ones.

coin-op

users save nothing!. More savings arc available for customers
of some water and wastewater

companies through additional
rebates. Direct and wholesale
customers of Seattle Public
Utilities may qualify for an extra rebate of $50 per washer,

[Ed. note - if you buy more than
one washer, you can save even
more!land residents of Lacey,
Olympiaand Tumwater, Washington may qualify for up to an
additional $70. The City of
Ashland, Oregonis providing a
$200 rebate to residents with an
electric waterheater and $75 to
residents with a gas water
heater. The Eugene Water and
Electric Board in Oregonis providing a rebate of $175 to residents.
A free consumer hotline is
available at I-888-3-REBATE.
This frequently updated line
identifies added rebates, new
participating retailers, and additional WashWise qualified
machines.
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STA Travel is the world's
largest travel organization

specializing in low-cost

travel for students.

PSST! Got the urge to travel?
STA Travel has great student airfares to destinations around the
world Go shopping on our website for current student airfares

(206) 633-5000
4341 University Way NE

SeattL.WA 98105

WWW.Sta-travel.COm
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STA TRAVEL

We've been there.
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JESSE WOLDMAN
Staff ReporterAdmit it
Young,hip. intellectual college students still enjoy
sitting down to a good, old-fashioned, mainstream
Holly w o o d
movie fromtime
to time.

One movie

What's Happ(Bwmg
Fantastic "Fantasticks" return
Thelyrical style and timeless story of"TheFantasticks"comes to
The Bathouse theatre to win the hearts of Seattle audiences. This
incredible musical holdsthe titleofbeingAmerica'slongestrunning
musical andhas wowed audiences off Broadway forover 30 years.
With whimsyandpoignancy "TheFantasticks" reveals the folly and
frgility of young love and human nature accompanied by such
sentimental songs as "Try ToRemember," "Soon It'sGonnaRain"
and "They Were you." "The Fantasticks" is playing to all-age
audiences June 5 July 13.Formore information,calltheBathhouse
at524-9108.

-

Under the influence of
"The Petrified Forest"
ATheatreUndertheInfluence willpresentRobertE.Sherwood's

Pulitzer Prize-winningplay, "ThePetrifiedForest,"May30 through
June 28. This Depression-era drama deals with love, loss and
"findingsomething that's worth living for-and worth dying for."
Using realist style, the playemphasizes character andsocial commentary,woven withromantic themesof theindividual'ssearch for
highermeaning.Tickets for "ThePetrified Forest" are $9 Fri. and
Sat. with "pay-what-you-will" Thurs.and $7 Sun.matinees. For
more information, call Theatre Under theInfluence at 720-1942.

that may be
tempting of late
is 'The Lost
World.'" the sequel to theblockbuster film, "Jurassic Park."
It doesn't pretend to he anything other than
pure and solid
entertainment
and "The Lost
World" gives

audiences exactly what they expect for seven bucks,
littleelse.
"The Lost-World" at times is a mirror image of its
predecessor.Completewith great special-effects, oneliners by Jeff Goldblum, and a similarplot,those who
have seen "Jurassic Park"may feel as if they arehaving
a deja vu.
There aresome subtleshifts in the plot;in "TheLost
World."researchers go theisland wherethe dinosaurs
werebred before they wereshipped to the other island
inCosta Rica.
After realizing that this story lineis thebasis foi the
film, one wonders why there was no mention ol a
separatebreedingplace fordinosaurs inthe first mo\ ie.
yet

SCCC "Bytes" into art

.irt show.
s ()IL*LiLst week in the r<
(he
t
mistakenly
rcleoed
Spectator
i
VVe apologize toMs* AHayas and congradulatft her <

goes a long way.
All in all. the plot is terribly predictable, and the
acting by everyone other than Goldblum, and newcomer Vince Vaughn, is suspect.
Julianne Moore, who plays Goldblum's girlfriend,
does an adequate job, but her character seems a bit
naive throughout the film. Sheis soexcited tobeon the
same island as dinosaurs thatshesometimesforgetthat
they are dangerous.
Sec this moviefor the special-effects and the action.
but don't expect to be enlightened afterwards. Next
week, you can goback to only watching foreign films
with subtitles.

While they were recording this
album,keyboardist RobCollins was
convicted of aiding in an armed

The Charlatans

STEVEN P. FORD
StaffReporter
If the spirit ofJob could be embodied in a band, it would be The
Charlatans. These poor fellas have
gone from raging success, to bleak
obscurity, and then back again.
Their new album "Tellin' Stories,"despite itsmusicalsuccess,is
a chronicle of the band's difficult
past.

TheSeattleCentral CommunityCollegeArt Gallery and Student
Computer Center present "ByteIntoArt 97." Exploring therealm
of computer-connected art in this campus wide presentation of
works by SCCC students, faculty and staff, this exhibit uses
computers and computer components as tools, as media and as
subject matter. The Art Gallery is located at the northend of the
atrium on the ground floor of the main building on Broadway and
Pine. The exhibit will run June 4-18. For more information.call
344.4379.

through the streets of San
Diegobrings flashbacks ol
GodzillainNew York City,
to mind and comes at a timewhen a little comic relief

"Tellin'Stories" theirownWay

"Femmes Fatales"
stalk Cornish
"Femmes Fatales" is a group show by five Northwest women
investigating the theme of the Femme Fatale which, according to
Webster: "A seductive woman who lures men into dangerous or
compromising situations;a woman who attracts men by anauraof
charm and mystery." Jessie Dodge, Nancy Morrow, Liza von
Rosenstiel,JenaScottandLisaSheetsexhibit works abounding with
mermaids, harpies, sirens, sphinxes, along with images of Circe,
Eve,Salome,Jezebel,Lolita andMataHari. With paintings,mixed
media and sculpture, these five talented artist will lure audiences
fromnow until June 27 at theFisher Gallery at Cornishon 710Roy
street. For more information, call323-1400.

A stronger, morebelievableplot wouidhave gone a
long way inmaking "TheLost World" seem like more
of a legitimate movie, and less of simply an obvious
way to make money.
One thing this movie isgood for is pure,heart-racing
action. There seems to be
more violencein "TheLost
World" than in 'Jurassic
Park," and there are a
couple of scenes that will
keep you on the edge of
your scat.
Those who like to root
lor the dinosaurs may enjoythis filmevenmore than
"Jurassic Park." Up until
the end, they wreak havoc
on everyone who stupidly
tries to get in their way.
Watching theT-Rex tear

First some history:
The Charlatans formed in 1989,
quickly becoming a Brit-pop fa-

voriteamong thegrowingManchester scene of Stone Roses/Happy
Mondays. Their first album,"Some
Friendly" went straight to#l in the
UK.

It wasn't until the band tried to
put together theirsecondwork, "Between 10th and 1 llh," thai things
started to go downhill.Their original guitarist Jon Baker leaves the
group and about thai same time
bassistMartin Blunt had a nervous

breakdown.
Their next releasedidnot see the

light of day until 1994.

robbery. His impendingI'ourmonth
sentence rushedmuch ol the music
that wouldberelease on "Up to our
Hips."
During the summer, amid touring and music festivals, singer Tim
Burgess was asked to sing on what
would become the first Chemical"
Brothers album"ExitPlanet Dust.
The Charlatans regained their
long lost fame with their fourth
release "The Charlatans."' Once
again their work received ravereviewsand climbed again to #1
Within the first lew months of
recording the fifth album, "Telling
Stories," in 1996, tragedy once
again struck the band. Collins, after leavingthe studio, died in a fatal

.

car accident.

Ironically, "One To Another,"
the first single from "Stories" has
been a huge success. It pulledthe
band into touringagain.Using Primal Scream keyboardist Martin
Duffy,thebandfinished thealbum,
and opened a couple of shows for

Oasis.
Despite these possibly overwhelming problems, The Charlatans have faced, the album is a
fantastic blend of their traditional
Brit-pop excellence with a more
rock n' roll tone.
The opener "With No Shoes"
ties right back to their early influences. Thejumpiri' wah guitar and
steady syncopated drums sound
verymuch like early StoneRoses.
This same tone rings on their
early single "One To Another"
wherethe bouncingbitof the piano

charges the vocals.

One toanother/sister toabrother/
changin the way that you feel/
pleased to meet you, hopeInever
see you.
The Charlatans also have a skill
w ith their slower creations, "Your
A Big Girl Now" and "Gel On It"
aregreat examplesol this withtheir
swaying melodies.
"North Country Boy" is another
song following this same theme.
This song is a happy response to
Bob Dylan's somber "Girl fromthe
NorthCountry."
about and she
What do you care
'
said'this andthat /whatdo Imean
toyou/I'IIshowyou ifyou want the
truth,/!can 't remember.
Tom Rowlands of Chemical
Brothers fame, provided loops for
both "One To Another" and the
title track.
This is a fairly new venture for
The Charlatans but it works surprisingly well with the rest of the
music.
Other bright spotson this album
the groove oriented "Area
include
"
51 with solidrhythms ofdrummer
Jon Brookes are overlayed by a
fantastic keys solo by Collins. "
The drivingtones of"How High
and slower "Only Teelhin'" show
off Tim Burgess' vocal power.
The final song on "Tellin' Stories is the keyboard solo "Rob's
Theme," which was found in the
studioalter his death.
The Charlatans continue to put
together thoughtful pop that is not
only fun to listen to, butalso easily
accessible to all listeners.
Considering the band's recent
hardships, this albumis a triumph.
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
CHILDREN'S LITERACY PROJECT

wishes to extend a heartfelt thank you
to all our volunteer tutors. The work you do makes a
huge difference in our community.
Ifyou are interested in becoming a tutor
in the public schools next year, stop by our office in
Loyola 104, or call 296-6412.
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Opinion
A call to action
It's finally over.After27 issues,weare finally going to get some

sleep. And we couldn't be happier.
However, mixed feelings of joy and sorrow run through the
Spectator office tonight as we put together this final issue of the
year.
Over the past school year, The Spectator has tried to keep the
campus community informed on a weekly basis. While we were
never able to cover every single event that happened, we triedour
best to bringlight to issues that affected us as students, employees
and friends of Seattle University.
As we close down shop for the summer, we want totake thislast
chance toaddress someof our most important concerns, whichhave
stuck with us since September.
First, we want to remind the administration,staff and faculty of
SUthat students are thelifelineofthisuniversity. Theypay thebills,
buy the books, play the sports and fill the classrooms.
Students should always be the first priority in this institution.
Tuition hikes,programchanges,and*faculty additions (or possible
subtractions) should be made with the needs and wants of the
students in mind.
It's also important for staff members, faculty members and
administrators to remember that their actions and attitudes will
have direct implications onstudents for the rest of their lives.
Secondly, we want to remind students that this is indeed our
school.Itis up tothe students to take charge of theiracademic lives
here at SU. Ifstudents don't like something, then they should say
something and fight for what they believein.
While themajority ofthe campus donot havethe luxury of having
a weekly editorial column in which to pick a bone, there are other
ways that students can make themselves heard. Sadly, though,
these open doors havebeen ignored throughout the year.
Justtake a look at the turnout at theforums heldfor thecandidates
for SU's presidency, or more recently, the showing at ASSU
elections and the "Bitch Session." These were events meant especially for students to express their own opinion, yet the turnout for
such happenings ranged from pathetic to nonexistent.
What happened to-thedays of studentrallies? Of high turnout for
ASSUcandidacies? It's no wonder thatthe administrationdoesn't
listen to us. For most accounts, it looks like the students just don't
care about what happens at SU.
As everyonegoes their separate ways, we want to leave with you
with a summer project, due on September 24: Make the two roads
meet. Administrators, staff and faculty, make yourselves open to
the student voice. Students, make the efforts to give that voice
volume. Work together as a community to make SU a school that
you can be proud of.
And if that doesn't work, you can always write a letter to the
editor.

The Spectator EditorialBoardconsists of TeriAndersonand
MeganMcCoid. Signed commentariesandcartoons reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The
Spectator, that of Seattle University or its student body.
The Spectator welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should
be no more than 300 words in length and must include signatures,addresses and telephonenumbers forverification during
daytimehours. The deadline for letters is Tuesday at 3 p.m. All
letters are subject to editing, and become property of the
Spectator.Sendlettersviacampus mailorthepostal service to:
The Spectator,Seattle University, 900Broadway,Seattle, WA
98122,or sende-mail to spectator-list@seattleu.edu.
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Entrapment not ethical
Journalistic integrity lacking at
the Globe and elsewhere
It seems that journalisticin-

tegrity in this country has become so severely lacking that
celebrities attacked in tabloid
newspapers havehad tonot only
sue their accusers but call for
boycotts of the papers. Case in
point being this Tuesday's announcement by Frank Gifford
that he would seek injunctions
to keep the Globe out of
newstands because of an article
about an alleged extra-marital
JOHNWARD
affair he had, which he claims
Spectator Columnist
to be false.
While Gifford apparently story where none existed, simdoes not denyhaving some type ply to create a divisive butcomof contact with the woman, the pelling news story. While it is
editors of the Globe are only no doubt apparentto any reader
slightly less than adamantabout that theGlobedoes not strive to
admitting that they paid the compete with other publicawoman to initiate some scan- tions, such as the New York
dalous activity. Such an action Times or Washington Post, it is
on the part of the Globe calls still a newspaper and should
deeplyinto
therefore be
run like one,
question
not only
not like a
the paper's
muck-raking, newsmission
but also
creating mathe ethics
chine.
of its ediMoral
torial and
standards
may at times
news staff.
I have
be in quesalways
tion over the
content of
beenunder
not
thepercepthe stories
tion that
these tabloid
journalism
newspapers
run; howis the purever, they
suit of the
facts and
still serve a
legitimate
the subsequent reporting of them for the purpose. In England, for expublic's knowledge. In the ample, tabloids are often very
Gifford case it seems more asif watchful of politicians and will
the Globe set out to create a not hesitate to run a story on

'

The Globe is still
a newspaper and
should therefore
be run like one,
like a muckraking, newscreating machine.

one's ethical or moral short

comings. While some may say
this practice is unconscionable,
in England, where these tabloids oftenhave higher circulation rates than in the US, voter
awareness and turnout are
higher.
Another point in favorof tabloid newspapers deals with O.J.
Simpson.

The

National

Enquirer was the first major
publication to document his history of spousal abuse long before it came to light in more
—
respected publications when
his wife was dead.
It is lamentable that not
enoughpeople care to pick up a
newspaper each day andreadit,
which is why one has to consider what people want to read.
Publications like theGlobe sell
because of their exposes and

so-called "shocking" revelations about celebrities, space
aliens and pregnant 80-year-old
women. If the public wants to

read this type of news, fine, so
be it.But the expectations of a
journalist are no different,
whether they are working at a
respected newspaper or a tabloid. Their job is to find the
news and report it.If they wish
to track down stories about
space aliens,fine,but whenstories arecreated through entrapment and ethics are overlooked
so a story can be embellished,
the journalisthas gone frombeing a professional to being no
more than an information prostitute.
John Ward is a freshman
majoring in political science.
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TOP TEN REASONS
ot

the LePiane ticket in 2012
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Okay, wehave spenta yeargriping
about
II theproblemsinthe world,but rarelyhave
'c offered any solutions or anything posive. Despite theproblems facing us today,
lereis muchroom for improvement. There
■c both large and small solutions. Here is
ur top ten list of what we would do if we
ere in the White House.
They areinno particularorder of impor-

Kle

voters and appoint them to posi-

Necessary precautions could be
forthose whohad toleavetheir jobor
those who wouldbe unable to take the
position. It would be an altered form of
jury duty.
Of course, we will startsmall, say with
city council spots andhopefully work our
wayup tostate legislatorsand eventually

tance.

Congresspersons. But it is time that we
Both of us, being
began to take civic duty seriously. And
commuter students and
sure there will be a few wackos who get
drivers in general, are
appointed,but thatis not anydifferent from
sick and tired of being
H
today; wehavefaith in theaverageperson.
stuck behind slow cars
Catherine &
At leastthen corporation wouldnot beable
in tnc lasl lane. Like
Peter lepiane
to pump money into elections. People
Italians, we Americans
Spectator Columnists
would actually get a chance to represent
ought to beable to flash
themselvesinarepresentativegovernment.
our lights or honk our
Inaddition, thecommunitydialoguewould
irn at slow drivers.A smallproblem, but a
befostered because,just as everyonespecuuch neededremedy.
lateshow they wouldspend themoneyif he
Voter turnout is atsuch a low that somew W
or she wonthelottery.everyone wouldspecuingmust bedone. Ifthis country wishes to
laic as to what (hey woulddo if they wona
««d|
aintain Ihepowerofthe vote and wants to
positionin the government.
MM
howthat it is indeedstill important, then we
■■
Globalminimum wagefor Americancorought tohave a nationalVoters'Holiday. So
porationsought to be instituted. The mini.""
once a year, all the workers get the day off,
mum wagewould be based on therelative
ust like other holidays. It willhelp toinstill
conditionsof thecountry in whichtheindussenseofpride andimportance in voting. We
try is. The governmentcould hire economist to evaluate the
enow that it will not solve the low voter
living conditions so that our corporations could at least pay
urnout, but it might give amuch needed boost to civic pride. livable wages.Thiswould stillbenefitthe corporationsbecause
There are way too many elected they wouldstillgetlaborforlesswithoutgrosslyoppressingthe
officialstoday. Thecommonperson is peopleof developingCountries:
Ij^k
19 IB beingdisplaced and beginning to be- Fortheloveofeverythinggood,we
lieve that only elected officials have would close the many tax loophole
<^£
fIHHP*
the qualifications to make decisions which allow corporations and the
about the world. This is a crock. We wealthytogetby withoutpaying their
J/P believethat
morepositions oughttobe fair share. This is a very wealthy
B
J£
certainly
can
"iy__j/^^
provide
lottery.
a
it
in
and
we
country
They
drawn from
did
Athens. Once every two years we for the poor if only we have a little
could just draw out names fromall the better distributionof the wealth. The
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I City Council article
applaud your efWhileI
forts at off campus,investigative journalism, yourreport on theCity Council is,
in my opinion, poor journalism. Thedramaticheadlines promise an expose of
"murky" dealings, but the
I stories contain little cvii dence to warrant such
claims. Instead, they rely
I on innuendo and what apI pears to be the deliberate
distortion of information.
The evidence of wrongdoing uncovered is hardly
damning. $2000 for a two
week trip to New Zealand
AND a5 day trip to Boston? $700 for 10days lodgingat theconference center
at the Disneyland Hotel?
$1632 for 46 days of may$36
oral travel (less than
per day!)? $1200 for a
couch, chair, computer
workstation, and desk?
What deals! Have you
priced travel or furniture
find no evidence
lately? I
of misuse of public funds

!
I

that attending conferences
(and buying furniture)areinappropriate expenditures,
and there certainly isn't
enough information in the
story about what happened
at theseconferences to lead
me to that conclusion.
Unfortunately, thelackof
damning evidence is not reflectedin the toneofthe stories. The headlines scream
of malfeasance and deceit,
Colorful language such as
"murky picture," "out of
touch," "heavy burden,"and
"splurge" may attract readers,butdon' t do justice tothe
information presented.
Worse, the10paragraphs on
Chow's relationship,Rice's
movies, and Manning's legal troubles are pure innuendo,implying withoutproof
ineachcasethat theseevents
are somehow germane to the
expenditures youdocument.
Inparticular,Ifindthe materialonChow'spersonalrelationship offensive. It would
be one thingif yourinvestigatorshadevidence that she

topten-percentisolatesitself withits wealthand our politicians
have allowedthis fortoolong.If we wanttobalance thebudget,
then close someof the loopholesand add to the revenuewhich

is comingin.

6

Universal healthcare is also a heavily
disputed topic onCapitolHillthat wewould
like to get behind. It is about time that
everyone could afford to live a healthy life
withoutsacrificingan internal organ to the
black market topay forit. One way to help
make this a reality is a ban on medicinal

patents. The outrageouscost ofmost medicationsis one major hindrance to universal
healthcare. Insteadofapatentonnewmedications,pharmaceutical companies wouldbeable to obtain royalties fromother
companies that produce medicines they have invented or
discovered. This would give them the incentive to continue
research without creating a monopoly on medications. The
money saved would help make universal healthcare more

affordable andmore feasible.
Cuttingfundingfor the military wouldalsobeanotherwayto

help fund healthcare and more

$MMBHMH|^p
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humanitarianprograms.Thcmilitary consumes half of the federal
budget when we includethe debt
from wars we have not paid for
yet. Military technology has
shown itself as thereal force in
modernwarfare.Weshouldcontinue tofund researchand development and cut militarypositions. We don't want to say what needs to be cut, that is
somethingfor theexperts todecide,but ilisevidentthat weneed
a new military strategy. The world does not need to awake
every morning to see American troops on their streets, either
guardingor oppressing them.
Instead of stationingmilitary personallover the worldtoprotect American
interests, we could stationAmericanhumanitarian workers to assist other countries interests. It is about time the U.S.
spent more thanone percentofthe budget
on foreignaid. Maybe wewouldnot need
such a military presence in the global
community if wehadmoreof ahumanitarian presence.America
needsto fundAmerican workfor thegoals thatthecountry they
are workingindesire. We have a dreamofAmerican workers
andfunds being supervisedbyForeignadvisors.
document tocreate thisim- [
We also want realenvironmental legislaage,Ithink youhave over- j tion. Legislation that will help Americans
stepped important ethical
from committing environmental suicide.
boundariesbyelectronically j Funding for realchange. Government subsimanipulating thispicture.If j dies for consumers wanting to buy environW
youdidindeedmanufacture | mentally friendly products. The
government
these copies, you have fal- 1 currently focuses too much onmanufactursified this image in a sig- ingand productionreform. Iftheconsumers
nificant way, implying the are given the incentive to buy environmentally friendly prodexistence ofdocuments you j ucts the producerswillsee theprofitinmaking them.Makethe
don't possess. Thatmakes
environmentalprotectiona necessary choice,not a luxury.

enel

poor journalism

used public money for personal travel,butthatevidence
issimply not present.Dragging her personal relationship into the story without
proofis inappropriate.
Finally,I
am veryalarmed
by the graphicin the storyon
Manning's furniture. This
picture appears to be composedofthree picturesof the
same document! Did you this picture a visual lie
Education also
receive three copies of this
I
welcome more investi- j
needs tobe reformed.
'
documentin your research? gativereportsintheSpectalL voucner system
If so, then your decision to tor,but notiftheyare of this I
fl j^^^B B s not 'he way to go.
includeall three copiesinthe quality. This is not good
B
|^^«| W Schoolfunding needs
image seems merely overly
to shift away from
dramatic. However, if you
property tax towards
JeffPhilpott
did not receive three sepaa more egalitarian
ratecopiesand.instead,comAssistantProfessor
method. Funding should bebased on thenumberof students
Communication
bined multipleimages ofone
andnot theprofitabilityofits location. Education couldstillbe
basedonproperty taxesbutthese wouldgointo statefund that
allocatedmoney toschool based on attendance. Until then the
students of Kirkland andBellevue aregoing to continue toget
a better education while students in the Central District are
going to continue to barelyget enough money to fund basic
educational needs.
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PeterLePianeisgraduating withadegreeinphilosophy.
He willattend Villanova ashe pursues his doctorate in
philosophy. His sister, Catherine, isa juniormajoring in
philosophy andliterature.
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Board must yield and I
let in The Spectator I

they were
looking forward
to most this
summer
and this is what
Plans
they said
"Lying on my roof, naked,
in the Arizonasun!"
Romie Ponce,

Summer

Thisis my last issue of beingin charge.
Ican't say I
amsadabout itbut cansay Iam
leaving with one regret.
That regretis neverevergetting the student

media into the Board of Trustees quarterly
meetings. And,it's not for a lack of trying.
For the past two years, I, along with a
handful of other staffers, have actively campaigned to get The Spectator into those meetings.
Ihavebeen told anything from "no" to "it's
a very smallroom." Tobe blunt and honest,I
think the administration and the trustees are
scared for some ungodly reason.
Teri Anderson
Perhaps they are scared that we will screw
ExecutiveEditor
up.Perhaps they arc scared that they will say fidentialitysake, there are specific areas they
something that will rubpeople the wrongway. do not report on.
This matter needs to be discussed thorWhoknows?!
Ijust wish that they would recognize that oughly. I
strongly urge Dr.Eshelman, Father
out,
when thestudent media is shut
the student Sundborgand theTrusteesto think about it and
body is, too.
talk tonext year's editor,as well as formerand
Spectator
The
is not there to influence any- current staffers, about this.
Letting theASSUPresident attendthemeetone but to simply report the news. When the
paper is shut out
ingsisnot enough.He or she hasan agendaand
I'rom the meetis there to pursuade theattendees.The Spectaing, the entire tor is not intothat at all. At the same time, a lot
community is is lost when a reporter has to rely on second
also.Ifirmlybe- handinformation.
lieve that this is
Once again,Imust reiterate, thisshould not
be laken lightly.
not right nor is it
a healthy way to
For the past four years, I
have continually
generate com- heard students, faculty andstaffcomplain that
munity. Part of there really isn'tany community here.
generating comThe problem is that leadership starts from
munity ishaving the very top. And, that leadershipneeds to talk
an environment to everyone.Part ofbeing a leader is listening
where informa- to thepeoplethey senc.Thatalso means being
tion can be exopen and honest.
Ithink everyone knows that leaders can't
changed freely andopenly.Thatideaneeds to
through
please
one
of
il
ways
everyone all of the time but they cercarried
and
the
to do is
by letting The Spectator into those meetings. tainly can make an attempt to by being open
Ihave researched this and know that there with them.
are journalistic rules and a code of ethics that
canbe followedto ensure this privilege would
Ten Anderson is graduating with a
not be taken lightly.Ialsoknow that (while it
journalism degree. This is her last issue
is different because we are a private school)
as the Executive Editor of the Spectator.
that state schools' student media can attend She willbemovingon to thePost-Register
theirboardof trusteesmeetings.And,forcon- in Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Letting the
ASSU
President
attend the
meetings is
not enough

students what

freshman

>

"A big party for my aunt's
25th wedding anniversary—
there'llbelots of wine!"
EthanHartsell,
freshman

j'

"Kayaking and
Whitewater raftingin the
Colorado Rockies."
John Wilson,

senior

"Downhill mountainbike
racing and working in my
dad's tattoo parlor."
Thomas Lewis,
junior

Writing column reveals two things SU lacks
As the year has gone by, I
have reflected on the many experiences and challengesIhave
faced in my first year of college.
One of the things Ihave enjoyed is writing editorial columns for The Spectator. Although Ihave received numerous feedback to my columns,
there is one thing that Ihave
noticed on campus and that is

more attention to politics because there will be many upcoming decisions that will affect our future, like Social Security and a balanced Federal
budget. Also, our political system is the only reasonable way
we can change laws or policy
in our society. Whether we
like it or not, we have to go
through a system that is de-

the lack ofenthusiasm for poli-

trating because itallows rea-

tics and particularly conservatism. Icannot understand why,
because politics is the driving
force in society that makes the
laws welive under and the policies that affect our future.
Iknow that a good portion of
the campus reads The Spectator regularly. From this, I
have

received mixed reactions to my
opinionpieces. Some haveenjoyed my columns and their
content while others compliment me on my writing, but
disagree with what I wrote.
Nevertheless, Ireally appreciate all of the feedback on my

signed to be slow and frus-

JAY BALASBAS
Spectator Columnist
columns from letters to the editor, or just a quick comment
around campus. The feedback
Iget tells me that people are
reading my columns and are
thinking about what I said,
which makes me feel good.
However, Ihave noticed that
many students cannot or will
not becoiTh
tcrrsted in politics. Ikm thm ,nany of the

people are frustrated with thi
political system and fed up with
politicians. I
Mhough
must i
that we need to start paying

sonable thought to be put in
to policy.
The other thing that Ihave
noticed around campus is the
lack of conservatives. I
have
met many new people since I
came to campus last fall, but
there are fewerconservatives
than 1 thought there would

many of the same ideals that I conservatism. Ireally apprecido. Thus,Iwould like to make ated that and it gave me a little
a call to all conservatives out hope that there are more conthere to let your voices beheard servatives on campus than I
because weare the only reason- think.
It has been a great year lor
able group left to ensure sound
policy decisions.

We need to start paying
more attention to
politics because there
are many upcoming

decisions that will

affect our future

be. Maybe it is because I
have not met them yet or they
just might not be here. Ihave

One thing that gives me hope

studiedthe typicalcollege campus andknow that it tends to be
a very liberalplace. However,
there must be more conservatives out there who believe in

is that Ihave met a few conservatives. A few weeks ago,Iwas
approached by a staff member
and he told me how he enjoyed
my columns and my voice for

plan

and teachers
about my editorial pieces.
Iwould like
to thank everyone for
giving me the
opportunity
to express my
views.
Have

a

great summer
and much to

the dismay of
liberals, I

to continue
next year.

my column

Jay Balasbas is a freshman
majoring in political science.
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THE COACH'S CORNER
SUcoaches evaluate life in the NCIC

SPORTS

quality student athletes to a new
program with no history. Ihave
compensatedby spending the necessary time with recruits so they
fully understandmy coachingphi-

losophiesandexpectations,as well

Matt Zemek
SportsEditor

as findingout whetherSeattleUni-

Jazz
and

Clearly, someone who has their
mindset on a veryrural setting or
an extremely large university will
not have their needs met at SU.
On theotherhand,therearemany
recruits who are unsure of their
needsand discover,through campus visits and other outlets, that
SeattleUniversityhas alottooffer.
Itis importantforrecruits tounderstandthat theyareentering acolIcgiateenvironmentwhereacademic

soul
Utah Jazz. Basketball specialties: elbow grease, pick and rolls,
rugged defense,medium-range jumpers.
ChicagoBulls.Basketball specialties:MichaelJordandoingall
four
things the Jazzdo, with a little help from ScottiePippen and friends.
Perceivedbasketball specialties:Michael JordanandScottiePippen
performing brilliant 360 moves and dunking.
This is a battle for the soul ofbasketball.
Whenever ESPN's immensely popularSportsCenter gets beamed
to millions of viewers across the land,basketball highlight packages
don't show free throws being made or backdoor screens being executed; they show dunks and dazzling reverse layups. "Ooooh! Did
you see how Jordan busted amove on that guy?"
As a result, youngsters who grow up in the playgrounds and
schoolyards, wantingto be likeMike, work on their dunks and 3605,
not freethrows ormedium-rangejumpers.The result:poorershooting,
from the field and the line, at both the pro and college levels.
ThisNBAFinals serieshas the potentialtomakepeoplerealize that
basketball, andtheNBA game inparticular, is won bymaking jump
shotsand freethrows. This coulddefinitelyhappeniftheJazz win,and
itmighthappeniftheJazz canat least extendtheBulls tosevengames.
It's time for people to realize,in basketball and other sports, that the
winning product— the smooth, effortless performance on the court
during game time is a product ofhard work and, more important,a
dedication to the fundamentals.
When the"Showtime"Los AngelesLakers of the 1980s, arguably
the best team in NBA history, won five championships, their fast
breaksmade them looklike they wereon auto pilot, withaninvisible
opposition. But don't think that such a polished gem wasproduced
without a supreme amount of effort and conditioning in practice,
smoothing the roughedges and refiningthe fast break to perfection.
Furthermore, the Lakers got a big defensive stop whenever they
needed it.Their will to win was so infused into themthat theydidn't
stop caring when they had toplay defense. Those Lakers were great
precisely because they couldbeat you at bothendsof the floor.To say
that theLakers wonbecause they justoutscored everybody is a myth.
The will to win.Hmmm...who in this NBAFinals serieshasit?
The tragedy of Michael Jordan ifyou couldcall it that is that
kids gravitate tohisdunks andawesomemoves (and theNike Swoosh,
but that'sanother matter...).However, it is his willto win thatmakes
Mike the legendary athlete he is.He has gazillions ofdollars. Going
into this year, hehad four titles.He's famous the worldover.He has
everythinganathlete could hope to have.
DoeshepullaShawn Kemp andmiss trainingcamp?Doeshejust
dodunksinpractice oringames? Doesheslackoff at thedefensiveend
of the floor?Doeshe fai1 tobea teamleader,counselor andmotivator?
No.He worksand works,like a dirt-poormanwithnothing tocling
to. Heis able to make awesome moves to the basket because hehas
tirelessly worked on and hit fadeaway 17-foot jumpers, the same
fadeaways that Karl Malone has hit throughout his career while
leading the Jazz to the first NBA Final in franchise history. Jordan
doesn't care about stats or numbers, just taking home a title.
Why exactly is this NBA Finals series a battle for the soul of
things
basketball? Because theJazzareperceived as the teamthatdoes
The
the old-fashioned and unglamorous way, which is accurate.same
the
particular.do
problemisthattheßulls, andMichael Jordanin
up to theBulls
things but are perceived as showy.If Utah canstand
thevalue of
finally
will
realize
andproduce a goodseries,maybe kids
style.
fundamentals andof substanceover
apply that to our politics,
Substance over style. If only we could
our society maybe this
of
elements
relationshipsand ahost ofother
remember the value ofa
series is about the soulof America: do we
up in the materialism and
good work ethic, or do we get caught

—

—

—

wasas great as Michae Jordan s
and compassionate human beings
wouldbe close toUtopia^
to win championships, America thought
worthkeeping.Good
graduating, that's a
the summer.
thatover
ponder
you,
For the rest of

Sire

luc^Forirewhoar^
nTe fire.

versity is the right fit for them.

Craig Mallery
Swimming Coach
Seattle University sent five
swimmers to the NAIA National
SwimmingChampionshipsduring
its 1996-97 inaugural season as a
"developmental varsity sport."
This helped solidify my beliefthat
SU possesses the right mix of ingredients to build varsity swim-

ming as aNorthwest andnational
powerhouse.Thefact that wedrew
suchalargepooloftalentfromSU
studentsreflects thedepth of quality student athletes the university
draws. However, this alone will
not beenoughto competesuccessfully as the youngest team within
the newlyformed NCIC,given the
fact that six of ourconference opponents have consistently been
ranked among the top ten in the
nation.
It is clear that effectiverecruiting will be pivotal in the growth
andultimate success ofour men's
and women's swim teams. It is

important tounderstand that as an
NCAADivisionHIprogramwhich
doesnot offerathletic-basedschol-

arships, the target populations for
recruiting arenarrower.The good
news for a sport like swimming is
that, given the strong work ethic
swimmers

also excel
academiopens

up
greater op-

portunities
I
r
o
merit-based
financialaid

Additionally,because
of

their

Every start-up varsity athletic
program faces unique challenges

success is encouraged and sup-

in building successful, competi-

ported while they alsofeel theycan

tive

makesignificantathleticcontributions.
In Division 111programs,especially start-upprogramslikeatSU,
thereis a widerange oflevels,and
every memberof the team contributes to its overallsuccess. My goal

chose, with sound reasoningand
strongforesight, to add men'sand
women's swimming as two of the
four sportsneededtomeet NCAA

is tocreatethe greatestopportunity
for improvement and success for
theswimmerswhilebuildingaprogram with many quality student
athletes.
Because the Northwest has
strong age-group and high school
swimming
programs,
I focus

could have
successfully
competed at the
Division I
level but
opted for SU.

It can be a challenge to attract

ence and in the nation, cannot be
made during home competitions.
Thisis ahuge negativeforrecruitingpurposes. In addition, there is
no seatingavailable for spectators
at homemeets. Since ongoingexposure is a huge element of successful recruiting, this is also a
challenge to be met.

merit-based financial aid.

recruits Ben
Duncan and
Michael Selter)

ent choice.

education purposes,not competition.Theybothfail tomeet NCAA
and NCIC standards.This means
that event records, in the confer-

...Most swimmers also excel
academically. This opens up
greater opportunities for

These athletes (new

academic backgrounds,
many swimmers who
could quite
easily compete on a Division I
level, where athletics are highly
emphasized,arechoosingDivision
HI colleges, where a more desirable academics-athleticsbalance
may be found.I
am not suggesting
that allDivision111swimmingprograms emphasize this "desirable
balance," but it is a belief that I
have clearly articulated inrecruiting this past year. As a result, I
have attracted student athletes to
SU who might have made adifferstrong

whichmust be overcometo build
the teamdepthweneed tocompete
intheNCIC. Forexample,although
SUhas two swimmingpools, they
wereoriginally built for physical

much of
myrecruiting efforts

here.However, with
the greater
national at-

tentionSU
has drawn,

and

the

overall ap-

teams.

Seattle University

guidelines.Thecombinationofthe
growing national popularity of
competitiveswimming, the strong

pool of regional and national recruits interested in SU, and a talented and committed coaching
staff, all create a winningformula
for taking the varsity swimming
program at Seattle University to
the very top.
When you add the overwhelming support by the administration
and communityat large, the future
for SU swimming is looking very
bright. With their continuedsupport,especially in overcomingthe
facility-relatedobstacles we face,
the varsityswimmingprogramwill
be in aposition to draw moreand
more qualitystudent athletes,athletes who might otherwise opt to
fulfill their academic and athletic
aspirationsat otheruniversities.

Inside...

peal tolive
in Seattle,I
DIARIES OF A SEASON,
have
page 16
drawn interest from
" Women's Softball
swimmers
" Men's volleyball
across the
country.For example,BenDuncan,
"Men's swimming
theMontana state championin the
100meterbackstroke, andMichael
SUSPORTS YEARIN
Selter, a distance swimmer from
REVIEW, page 17
California
who
earned
" Milestones, quotesand anecAil-American consideration, are
joining our programthis fall.Both
dotes from ayearofSpectator
sports coverage
of these athletes could have successfullycompetedat the Division
Ilevel but opted for SU, where
COACH'SCORNER Q & A
they can focus on academics and
Basketball coaches AlHairstill be challengedathletically.
ston andDaveCox onadjusting to the NCIC,pages 17-18
Along with the recruiting advantagesSeattle Universityoffers,
SNAPSHOTS,page18
there are formidable obstacles
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DIABIES OF A SEASON
More reflections from SU athletes on their spring sports sagas

personalities and working out the
details of the upcoming season.
The highlight of this trip was
undoubtably the snowshoe softball game whichended in a 25-25
tie.

Holly was named Most Valu- ral season.
ablePlayer afterdemonstratingthat
It wasa firstseasonand a season
you shouldnotattempt tobackpedal of firsts.
while wearing snowshoes. After
The first stolen baseby a Chief—
—
game
cozysleigh
the
anda
ride
tainrunner.Thefirst hitbyaChief"we waslike peas andcarrots," as
tain batter.The first run scoredby
theysay.
a Chieftain. The first triple play
practice,
After monthsof
the Se- (yes, triple play) by the Chieftain
attle University women's softball defense. The first official snowout
and,on parents' weekend, the first
teamhit theplaying field with zeal
and enthusiasm,splitting theirsea- official rainout at home.
As for the future, we think there
son-opening doubleheaderagainst
the Central WashingtonWildcats. are great things in store for Lady
This initial taste of victory Chieftain softball. We are losing
couldn'thavecome atabetter time. only one player and, though we'll
It sparked our confidence and a greatly miss Michelle "Mitchell"
revivedsenseoflove for the game. Stephens' smart-ass wit, we are
This energy propelled the team optimistic about the 10new freshthrough the rest of their season, a men scheduled to join our roster
seasonmarkedby closefriendships next season.
and many close games.
Justthink.Maybenextyear we'11
This was a building year for our needmore thanonevan to takethe
softball team as it was our inaugu- teamto away games.

and on one goal. Granted, Imay
not be the fastest at the 100 meter
butterfly, but through hard work
and agreat amount of coaching, I
reached goals in my swimming

forced me to push myself, mentally andphysically,towards a pinnacleinnot onlyswimming butmy
academic career as well.
To those of you wavering on

The Chieftain softball season
startedin the dark recesses of the
AstroGym. Sevennervous women
glancedaround ateach other,wondering if there would ever be
enoughathletes to field a team.

But Coach SheriMichalec had
faith and we weren't going to let
her down. Within a few months,
these seven women, and the five

who joined them soon after, had
worked themselves into a finelyoiled machine (or, at least, into a
machine).

During a trip toLeavenworthin
January, we came together as a
team, learningabout each other's
■

Steve Ford /

Spectator

HEIDI SWIFT AND HOLLY MILLER
Women's Softball
other members of the team made
this experienceone thatIwill remember in the years to come and
will alwaysassociate withmy collegeexperience.
Swimming forced me to find a
balancebetween workouts,school
and a social life that tried my time
managementskills and patience. I
enjoyedkeepingbusy andstaying
inshape,butthere weretimes when
Ijust wantedtoquiteverythingand
relax. Yet, the friendship that was

JUSTIN WOLF
Men's Swimming
This yearof competitive swimming at Seattle University is my
first and last in collegiate athletics. It was everything that Ihad
hoped it to beandmore.The dedication from both the coaches and

built among the membersof the
teamand the coaches made going
to daily workouts something that

The rewards that you will
receive from your
accomplishments...are well
worth the sacrifice, time,
energy anddedication.

would be missed once the season
wasover. These friendships have
carriedover intoeveryday campus
life and have further enriched my
collegeexperience.
Swimming alsoforced me to focus my energies in one direction

ability thatIthought I
never would
be able to accomplish.Theencouragement from the other members
of the team and the constant directional energies from the coaches

region, but what we lacked in

realized there was no team we

height, wemore than madeup
for in intensity,pride and talent.The averageheight forour
team was sB". In most of the
tournaments,weplayed teams
whosehitters wereoften six to
12 inches taller. This height
disadvantage didn't stop us
from hitting straight down
around theblockers. We played
intensely for every play of the
Ryan Nishio / Photo Editor
game, and we played with a
pride that came from knowing
NICK POPKO
ourhitting anddefense werebetter
than players twice oursize.
MEN'S
The first highlight ofthe season
VOLLEYBALL
came in only the third tournament.
Fromthe beginning ofthe day, we
How do you begin an article playedalmostperfect.Thehits were
describing the greatest season of straight down, the defense was
volleyball you have ever experi- picking everything up, and the
enced?Youcouldstart bydescrib- whole team was involved.The reing a first place finish in aregular sult was our first tournament win
seasontournament. Youcould try in the last two years. We played
todescribe the feeling of joy after UW for the first time, and beat
comingback froma12-1 deficit,or them convincingly, even though
you could tell about coming back almost every one of their players
and winning three games in arow was over six feet tall.
to clinch the regional championPlaying another one of our riship.But, thebest wayto describe vals, wecame back to win 16-14
this season is with one word: after being down 1-12. Although
TEAM.
we eventually lost that match in
We were the shortest team in the three games, it was then that we

The best way to
describe this
season is with
one word:
TEAM.
couldn't beat, and no deficit we
couldn'tovercome. Wecarried this
withus throughoutthe season, and
used it to motivate us when we
came from beingdown 1-8 tobeat
Fairchild Air Force
Base for the regional
championship.
Each personbrought
their owngift and talent to this team. Our
defense was led by
JacobPunzalandGabe
Ovalles.Jacobseemed
tobe in the right place

every time, especially

—
your accomplishments personal
physical fitness and an increasein
mental focus are well worth the
sacrifice, time,energy and dedication that go alongwithany athletic
commitment.
I
am grateful for theopportunity
to notonlybe amember of the first
everSeattle University swim team,
but a co-captainas well. Working

—

with Anett, Craig and the other

coaches andmembers of the team
in building it up, the programhas

—

given me a sense of accomplishment

Iknowthat swimming will

only become stronger hereat SU.I
look forward to returning to Seattle in several years to see the
whether to participate in a accomplishments of the SU swim
varsity-level sport here at SU, I team, knowing thatIwas a part of
urge you to, despite the fact that the foundation and beginning of
scholarships are notavailable. The whatIhope will become a strong
rewards that you willreceive from tradition.

thought were impossible toreach.
Hisdefensiveintensity set the tone,
and pushed everyone else to give
all they had.
Joel Punzal and Paul Bias had
the job of chasing down all our
terriblepasses.As theprimary setJoel was needed to run the
entire offense, as well as makeup
for any ofthe mistakes the defense
made. He did this to perfection.
Paul was key instarting the comeback against Fairchild, as well as
ter,

serving two of the most important
points of the season.
Derreck Morrison and Iplayed
outside hitter. Derreck was our
unsungheroof the season.Hewas
inserted with littleor no warm-up

fense challengedthe rest of us,and
his playimpressedeveryone.
Ivan Uyehara and Jeff Casern
cemented the middle of our offense.Ivan wasdefinitelythe most

consistent person throughout the
season. He never yelled or drew

attention to himself, preferring to
lethishitting talentspeak foritself.
Jeff hit with more power and skill
than any person in the region. He
alsoproved thatexcellentblocking
winsgames.

Joe Boleto was our idol and
teacher through the season. His

patience, motivationand coaching
led us all season long. To see my
coach jump off the bench, just as
high andjust as excitedas theplayers,is something I'll
treasure for a long

We pulled it all together and
proved that height is
nothing compared to
heart...CHAMPIONS. It has
a nice sound to it.

in the finals. His defensive play allowed our offense
tosoar.Gabe spent his timediving
and saving balls everyone else

time in important situations

throughout the season and in the
tournament. His intensity on of-

son so perfect. We

compared to heart,
This team can be

described as united,proud,intense,
and talented,butIlike"CHAMPIONS." It has a nice sound to it.
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SUSports:The Vfar InReview

Excerpts of profiles and reports from the Spectator sports pages
October 24,1996
"Mystyle is really loud, really
physical, and hopefully intimidating. Ilove to boot people."
Jason Palmer,goalkeeper for
themen's soccer team
November 7,1996
"It all started when Iplayed
soccer.Iseemed to beable torun
around longer than the other
kids..." -Mike Little,SU'sfirst
ever cross country runner to
winanindividualPNWAC title
November 14,1996
"We outshot them, we
outplayedthem,but whatcounted
was they outscored us.We were
just unlucky...that'show things
go." forward Katie Jackson,
after the women's soccer team
lost to Simon Fraser in the

-

-

PNWAC championship game
February6, 1997
"With a gleaming grin on his
face,Seattle Universityswimming
coach Craig Mallery said, 'Swimmers make surprisingly big
splashes.'...The Chieftain swimming teamcompeted inSU's firsteverswim meet,Saturday at EvergreenStateCollege,andcameaway
with a moraland team victory."
February 20,1997
"Rowingismoreofa wayoflife.
No matter how much you do it,
there's no guaranteeyou're going
todoitperfectly."-Tony Valluzzo,
captain of the men's crew team,
ina season preview
February27, 1997
"That's thebest basketball moment of my career...l'm on top of

hadmade
the world.Ithelped thatI
all five free throwsbefore that, so
Iwasconfident up there.That second one rattled a little bit I
thought it wanted to come out."
Corey Hitzemann,of themen's
basketball team,after hittingtwo
free throws with1.5 seconds left,
giving SU a 77-76 win over
PNWAC champion Central

—-

Washington,
March6, 1997
"...a team needs balanced productionin orderto win.TheSeattle

University women's basketball
team got that last night, as they
defeated the Central Washington
Wildcats, 72-62,in the first round
of thePNWACTournament...With
star center Julie Orth held to just
two field goals, Leigh-Anne

Raschkow andShannonWelch, her
backcourt teammates, picked her
up."
March 13, 1997
"It was really awesome to have
such strong team unity that persisted thethree years that Iskiedat
SU. Everyone supported one another, whether someone was skiing poorly or injured. Everyone
was there for each other, it was
very emotional." -Lauren
Wibmer,member ofthe women's
ski team,after SU posted a solid
sixthplace finish at nationals
April 17,1997
"One of the best things about
this team is that it hasheart. Any
situation wecan get ourselves in,
wegetourselves outof...We'll keep
plugging away every single time

-

we come out here." SUsoft-

ball head coach Sheri
Michalec, after the softball
team split its home-opening
double-header
May15, 1997
"In April we were getting really frustrated anddown oneach
other...(ln this tournament) we
peaked at the right timeand everythingcame together." men's
volleyballcaptain NickPopko,
on theChieftains' road to the
Evergreenregion title
"Istillremember thecall.They
said somethinglike congratulations, we have yourplane ticket.
Welcome to spring training."
Softball catcher Trinity
Meriwood,onher tryout with
theColorado Silver Bullets

-

-

MORE COACH'S CORKER

SU's men's and women's basketball coaches, Al Hairston and Dave
Cox, examine the effects of new rules in a new league: the NCIC
Matt zemek

kids in the pro- goodpoints of this university to as thingshappening.step backwards,
some of the other
—
of
This is another
gramrightnow ArneKlubberud. many kids as youcan. X amount
as
far as the program isconcerned,
in
to
be
interested
going
been
them
are
..probably would not have
Q:What's going tobethesame
to
because wecan't useour schedule
able to go to school here without this, X amountof themaregoing
stuin your approaches to recruitlook for a different type of situa- as ameans of trying to attract
theathletic money involved.
have
ing?What will be different?
What
do
we
dent
athletes.
Cox: What Al says is exactly tion.
Cox: We'll still recruit the best
In a classic example this year, left? It's another thing you check
right.
If you look at both of our
as a
student athletes we can find who
we thought we had a kid whowas off yourlist that you can't use
rosters,about 75-80percent ofour
us
win.
games
league
willhelp
and six
finally decided resource. 18
current rostersthepastcouple years coming here who
makes
a
lot
you
It
Hairston:
non-conference
wouldn' thave theabilityto bridge she wanted to
more focused in terms of whom
Gonzaga
here
to
go
that gap to come to school
you can and can't recruit. We're
and not be inother schools want to
because
also trying to focus that (student
volvedinathletfor
them.
rosgap
bridge
the
The
athlete) down to one who can afbecauseshe
ics
completely
be
different
ters would
ford to go to school here based on
had
NCIC
restrictions
(if current
got
the fact that there's no athletic
Gonzaga's sothen).
applied
scholarshipmoneyavailable.Itregot
Q: Obviously,education isgo- cial life and
allymakes you look for adifferent
ingto be acore part of the pitch campus locagameinadifferkind of student— a student that's
you're goingto make to recruit. tion. You weed
ent part of the
very strong academicallyor a stuout
the
ones
thing
that
from a
Is there any other
COX, ON
country.It'spart
dent who has a lot of financial
that
sports-related perspective
to
difficult
needs. It makes it more
in
RECRUITING
you'll be emphasizing even interest
find a student athlete that you're
we
are
where
more?
AVAILABILITY IN
lookingfor.
Cox: The stan- andfocus onthe
THE NCIC
Cox: The haystack
dard recruiting ones thatdo
wouldn't go to
the
got bigger and
Q: How will
(pitch), whether
see
scheduling
smaller.
got
needle
the
you have scholarAlways in scheduling, in the
not
limits and changes affect, if at
shipsor not, is that
Q:Do you havean
jockeya
example of someone
you have to, as a all, the goals you have set for springtime there's lotof
to
coach, be able to
your programs for this yearand ing back and forth tournaments
you have recruited
change, you get dumped out of
not
might
you
the next few years?
everyhighlight
whom
cushion,
Hairston: There's a hierarchy one,maybe somebodyelsechanges
thing about this
be able to recruit unof things you use in trying to re- their schedule.When you onlygot
university that
der the new system?
gap
Hairston: Idon't
would be attrac- cruit. You start off with the aca- a variance ofsixgames (itmakesit
tive to a prospec- demicofferingsthatthe university real hard to fill indates).
university
have any specific
We were trying to playina tourexamples...but there
tive student: loca- canmake and thenyou workdown
nament
things
in
inCalifornia and the tourfromthere...Oneof those
tionofthecampus,
are several student athnament
schedule,
got cancelled. Now, I'm
espeis
your
small class size, the topfive
letes we would not
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to
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a
Division
111
situation.
stuck
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Christian educahave been able rewhere,
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games,
a
find
two
your
to
use
scheduleas
tion,
theproteams
Youhave
cruit if we were under
HAIRSTON, ON THE LACK OF
got
a
tournament
your
to
30scheduled
and
here
carrot
to
attract
students
that come in
the same restrictions
lost,
program because you can't offer dropped and two games were
ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS
topractice, aFinal
that we're under now.
we could slide into another one.
athleticaid.
held
(last
Four
Without the athletic
You lose something (with the reWith the schedule restrictions
aid cushion (scholarstudents?Canyou here in1995)or the WestRegional
orout-of-state
now,
going duced schedule).
categories or Finals (last held here in 1993), that we're under right
ships) there, there's a
into
it
down
break
uni24,
Hairston: There aresome other
anythingyoucan thinkof tosell.If from32 games to that' s a quite
natural gap between what the
a case-by-caseeconomic bait
is
stuthey are interested in engineering a dropoff. We've always tried to restrictions as far as the NCIC is
versity can offer and what the
pro- sis?
can
family
make our scheduleattractive with concerned in terms of how many
try to find kids
dent andhis or her
Hairston: A case-by-casebasis. or business...you
a
s
there
games and days you have to give a student
vide. Generallyspeaking, witn It's a socioeconomic issue, not a that haveinterest in our top degree a number of DivisionI
special
even
to
trips
specialplaces.
some
programs here...
$6,000-$B,OOO gap,
racial issue. Ican say the same
Now, Idon't see those kinds of
selling
of
the
matter
all
See Q& Aon page 18
It's
a
Stottlemyre
and
loans, in most cases.
thing aboutMark
do at one
What we were able to

Sports Editor

timeis bridge that gap withathletic
aid money.Without thosemonies
available, that gap can't be filled.
The kind of student athlete I've
recruited in the past doesn't have
the resources to go and fillanIRA
or do whatever to make up that
difference. Consequently, they
can't afford to go to school here.
It's an open and closed case:
either you can come up with the
$6,000 and go to school here or
you can't.For a lot of student athletes, like a Josh McMillion or
Kenny Bush or Donyell Frazier
(members of recent SU teams),
some of those kinds of guys, they
justcouldn't afford togotoschool
here without that cushion.
Q: Are we talkingabout general economic background or
specific categories,like transfers

There are several student
have
athletes we could
been able recruit...without
the athletic aid
between
there's a natural
can offer
what the
and what the student and his
or her family can provide.

The haystack
bigger and
the needle

smaller.

—
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& A: Hoop coaches deal with recruiting, scheduling challenges
Q
—
From
17
page

Cox:One bigchange is that all lenge, but nobetter or worse than low-maintenanceathletes.They're it it's amoot point. The question
league games are on Friday and anything else.
goodstudents,and theywork hard. now is, "Is it (their GPA) going to
Saturday, all doubleheaders. We have sevfore itused tobe, "Is it
times
eral
when we'll
a 1.8 or 2.0?" That's
play in onestate onFrithe upside.
to
a
day andanother onSatBut because of the
urday. In your game
financial
situation and
a
preparation during the
therestructuring in the
week, you'll have to
on
men's program, we're
prepare for two games
working with a much
on
we can
at the same time bedifferent type of athcause with that type of
HAIRSTON, ON ADJUSTING HIS COACHING STYLE TO lete.Ithink we'removtravelschedule,there's
ing in the right direcNEW GROUPS OF RECRUITS
no preparation time
tion, as far as the pro-

athlete off during Christmas and
Thanksgiving vacation. It really
—
breaks up your schedule an
eight-day gap and an eight-day
block.From my understanding, the
NCIC is the only conference that
has thatrestriction.
It's good in some ways but it
really, really makes a hardship as
far as scheduling is concerned,because a lot ofgamesare scheduled
and playedduring the Thanksgivingvacation and the Christmas vacation.That's just another restriction that makes itmuch morediffi- f^/AtfY^ |irjf\ f/» C
cult to work with your schedule.
Hairston: Personally, from a
The upside is that if you have 18
league games already scheduled coach's standpoint, I'mlearningto
and 75 percent ofyour schedule is coach a different kind of athlete.
done, itmakes it a little easier that Not to say that it's any better or
way. But as far as the flexibility worse,justdifferent.There arecerand creativeness you can get with tain things youcan do withcertain
your schedule, it makes it pretty athletesthat youcan' t do withother

I'm learning coach different kind of
athlete...l'm going through semi-revolution
in my coachingphilosophy, based
the
things
andcan't do
the floor.

nil

difficult.

gramis concerned,but

r%t ■ir

ThekidsIwork withnow Ithoroughly enjoy. They're very

—

That's a plus Idon't have to
worry about the academic part of

it's going to be really
interesting to see how we fit into
this new league.

SU Sports Snapshots

athletes.

You have to, as a coach, be
able to highlight everything
about this university that
would be attractive... the pro
teams that come here (to the
Connolly Center) to practice, a
FinalFour...anything you can
think of to sell.
COX, ON THE SALES PITCH OF
RECRUITING
From my standpoint,I'm going

Q: How will these changes,
both recruiting and scheduling,

through a semi-revolution in my

affect your coaching style and
the way you approach game
preparation allthe things that
are part of beinga coach?

coaching philosophy in terms of
what things wecan andcan' t doon
the floor, based on the talent that
we're working with. It's a chal-

—

Ryan

JEFF CASEM MEN'SVOLLEYBALL

Ryan Nishio

Nishio / Photo Editor

/ Photo Editor

TIANAIRISH SOFTBALL

What makes being a college athlete special?
Knowing that you are representing the university in
a sport you love to play; knowing that my fellow
teammatesat the same time are veryspecial friends;
and knowing that everyone on our team plays the
game for thelove of the game.
What made playing volleyball so challenging
this year?Playingona team whereno player is over
six feet tall, and in a game wherethe average player
is 6 foot,3inches tall.Forme,itwasblockingagainst
other players a foot tallerthanIam.
What is your most memorable experience in
athletics? Winning the Northwest regionalchampionship this year.I'yenever won anychampionship in
high school volleyball and duringmy first two years
here at SU. Also,being selected from a very talented
teamto theall-region team was also anunforgettable

Whatmakes beingacollege athlete special?
Being acollege athlete is something I'ye always
dreamed of sinceIwasa kid. It'slike aseries of
kepttaking as I
progressed as an athlete. Ikept
I
reached
climbing those steps for 1 3 years untilI
my top step as a college athlete. It is special
because it is a personal recognition thatI
have
accomplished. Iworked so hard through the
years knowing that someday my determination
andambition willtakeme to whereI
stand today.
Whatmakessoftball sochallenging? Ithink
Softballis challengingbecauseitis suchamental
game,knowing what todo everyplayandhow to
execute it. Yet, offensively it is a complete
challengeto think positiveand to havethe ability
tohitafastpitch ball. However,softballisa team
sport and your teammateseasethepressure with

moment.

constant support.

Whatisyourmostmemorable experience in athletics? My most memorable

" No Experience Necessary

Complete Training Provided

S.U.NITE!
__ Every Thursday!

" No Door-to-Door or Telephone Sales
" All MajorsMay Apply

" Excellent Resume Experience
" Internship and Scholarship
Opportunities

$7.oo*l7"NewYorkPizza
(Toppingsnot included)

Please mention thisad whenoidenng-Validonly withSKjdenlID. Card

moment in softball was dur-

ing our national tournament
in California several years
back.At the timeIwas playingleftfield.Ahardgrounder
washit outof theinfield and
came straight towards me. I
charged theball,pickedit up,
and firedithome.Ourcatcher
tagged out the potential
game-winning run. With my
adrenaline pumpedup, Ifelt
likeI
wason topof the world.
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Positions to Fill Immediately

Matt Zemek

APPLY NOW OR AFTER FINALS

Jason Lichtenberger
Staff Reporter

FREEDELIVERY!

CORNER OF I4TH & MADISON " FREEPARKING INREAR

322-9411

Erik Berninger,Francesco
Ferraro and Patrick Cant
Contributingreporters
See you in September!

Pi Delta, the Criminal Justice
Honor Society, will be holding
meetingsevery second Tues. of
each month at 7:30 a.m. in the
Bellarmine Cafe. Non-members
are welcome!
Contact Jenny Sommers if you
have any questions.

Summer Work Study Jobs
MI Youth & Family Services.
Starting salary $8-10. Learn
Human Service Skills. Contact
Gree Brown 236-3525

.

For Rent
3 bedroom house one mile southof
SU. Washer /dryer. Avaiable now.
$900 a month. 323-8885.

. ....

,
D
Hfr
Baseball/Football
«__»■_■■«
■
Basketball/Hockey
J
Scores/Spreads

.~
. ...

„.

¥
Openings
Piecora
, Job
Experienced pizza delivery

.

_

Tuesdays at 8:30p.m. at First
Presbyterian, located on Bth
andMadison, 4th floor. Find
encouragement for your soul.
624-0644.

_
//im/JXE^/WJO^^pr/,,
V////////////////A
Receptionist
PT afternoons at medical office.
Pay DOE. 292-6265

_—

NOW"'

Ext 2698

£ aIJ piecor£ s 322-7973.

$2.99 per mm.
Must be 18yrs

Serv-U (619) 645-8434
Facilitator
Wanted: a grad or undergradstudent
who qualifies for work study to help
facilitate a peer education project
this summer. Help teens learn to
deVel P Violen c Prevention wo
shops. Must have exp. with at risk
youth. $8-10/hr. Call Ted Greenblatt
at Metrocenter YMCA for details.
382-5336. Closes 6/12.

°

*"

°

■

V////y^/y///^////\

///y/o!uj^^vX^y^^/

/y//y///y//y^^^^/

V/////////////////A

Nanny wanted
Group of families looking to
share summer time nanny,
possibly extending into the fall.
Hours negotiable, PT to
40hrs/wk. Looking for expenence, NS, energetic person with
references, safe car and stellar
driving record. Leave message
for Sarah at 448-5775 or email at

Graduation Tickets
Willing to pay.
Call Jennifer 747-1029
GraduationTickets
Willing to pay.
Call Gail 232-9340.

,

su sUrff persQn |ooßing

for a
place tQ Hve m Capita HiU/First
Hin afea prefer Qwn place but
willing to share with the right
wnn\* t?q rrqo

v v

Ballet exclusively
Adults exclusively
The Ballet StudiQ, very
beginning through advanced
and ballet exercise. University
district. 329-9166

MUSIC 4 WEDDINGS/
RECEPTIONS
Harpsichord. Strings.
Organ.Piano
(206) 455-9303
Stefani ZuchettoPfaff

klevista@aol.com

'
j^^i

TX4

YES!!!! IWANT TO RUN A CLASSIFIED AD WITH
THE SPECTATOR!

equals 27 letters and spaces.
COST IS $2 per line for business opportunities, $1 per line for SU students and staff. One line
Sorry, but no personals. All Classifieds must be submitted by Tuesday at 3 p.m. for the Thursday edition. Pre-pay, please.

. .

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
PHONE NUMBER:

— ——

■

My classfied as should appear under the
My ad should read:

STATE/ZIPCODE:

,

heading.It shouldrun in the

issue(s).

Send forms to: THE SPECTATOR, 900 BROADWAY, SEATTLE, WA 98122. ATTN:MEREDITH or call 296-6474

I
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Thanks for all the hard work from
ASSU Activities Committee
for the great venues this
Jiv-4f
year...
Cxnxff^J^
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fISSM ACtiVitJPS SIICCeSS USt Look at what ASSU
this year!
funded
600
Mac
Hypnotist Robert
Freshman Pre-Grad Party
Lawn Crawl Jumbalassy
T-Birds Tickets*
SUB Mini-Concert: Watsonville Patio

3/23
3/24
3/27
10/4
10/10
10-11
10/19
11/1

4uu

38
80

LipSvnc*

'

1/13
1/27
2/1
2/10
2/13
2/20
2/27

1"
Mini

9

4/9
4/11
4/18
5/5
5/12
5/13
5/14
5/15
5/16
5/17
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60

~~~

—

75

-Pi Delta's National Conference

-NSNA Annual Convetion
-EAC's Earth Day Events
'
"Crew club s Lewis and Clark Sma Colle8e Re Batta

"

iftSSSStI

f 40
60

Concert: Ow, S"*Ban
Concert Reva/Self Defense
SUB
Lip Sync/RHA Suitcase Dance
Parent's Weekend Dance Competition*
Acoustic Night
SUB Mini Concert: Scott Montgomery
SUB Mini Concert: Micheal O'Neil
SUB Mini Concert: Saltwater Park
SUB Mini Concert: Jill Cohn*
SUB Mini Concert: Danielle French

7

Quadstock

15U
75

60
100
75
30
75

Luau
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75

750

Indicates events that were co-sponsered.
APISO thanks all the organizations that particiDated
in Asian Pacific Islander Heritage Month!
H
Club, Hui

SS^^^^^n^u^mu^T*
ism, ISC, Plant Services.

-"JJi

-Published Fragments annual magazine
WISO's Bontoc Eulogy
-Calcutta Club's Fall Quarter Trip to

Calcutta
-APISO, VSA, UFC, etc. API month events
-M.E.ChA's Cinco de Mayo
-Fragments' Art Show
-ISA, ISAC, AlR's Spring Cruise
-Mariana's Club Fiesta
-Lambda lota Tau's Annual Dinner

Thank you

0i

*

Clubs: VSA, UFC, Marianas, Japan
O' Nani

/|T\
Pk! A^ij

.

ASSU forum: Pres.dental Select.on
Holiday Celebrat.on
Acoustic Night
New Years Bash*
Forum: Quadstock Sampling
Forum: 3.9% Tuition Increase
Battle of the Bands
Acoustic Night
Random Acts of Kindness Day*
SUB Mini-Concert: Storyhill
Art Fest*

1/11

1

\OUJ

;
Winterball

11/18
12/7
12/9

xy

,-*%s%

"Under the Wire" Concert*
igni
Acoustic
oust c Night

11/23,

,

_

ans Music Band
V\PISO's Halloween Cruise
50
mJs'
-Sailing Club's Intersectional Regatta
100
-MSA's Lecture
5
-Lambda lota Tau's Tower of London Slide Show
450
-APO1s National Convention
and Paintball
75
"i^min' Jesuits' Roller Jam
-Triangle Club's Speaker
60
k
|\ Hi^rm
-ISAP and KASA's International Dinner
600 Jj[tQ|L
TSA and VSA's Lion Dance
7
-ASAD's African American Alumni
40
Summit
ou
1-tfbzSW
-Hui 'O Nani's Ski Trip
Conference
History
-ASAD's Black
12
SWE Stu(jent and Alumni Netwoi-king Dinner
7
_Hakjtat for Humanity Sprink Break in Yakima
450
-NASC Live music Performance

APO Induction Dinner*
Sick & Wrong Extravaganza
NACA Conference

11/2
11/3
11/4
1/4

-M.E.ChA's Washington D.C.March
po|iland shoppjng Trip
iq
Coa|jtjon For G|oba concern's Andes Indi-

CIPSA.
RHA.
Jo^V
Center.
W?^%^o^ Women's
to

RLO,

APO,

Triangle Club.Alianza.
>Wm^\
(M^^XJm^^^ Undergrail Admissions.

&M~^>-~^

parent s Weekend COin-

niittec, Campus Ministry. EPC.Path-

ways Senior Class Committee and Xavier Hall
Sp.ns.,,na «».n,,,n.sw.,h«SS»,ms

-

Councl...ro.I year

,
When you hear the words niche, target market or
corporate strategy ,do you think of tobacco companics exploiting children? Squelch that misconception with the Marketing Club as we focus on
not-for-profit and small business. Just e-mail
Wo appreciate your support!
"mrhon" with 'exploit me in the subject heading and
reac]y for a fun '97-'9B school year!
-Joanne Balintona 1996-97 chair get
a

Mits and Jean
vanna Novak and
Dr* Shawn Wong.

Thank

you

Takah^shi
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I
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and organizations to advertise information
Page prepared by the ASSY office. This page is for registered clubs
their events. For information, contact the ASSU office at 296-6050.
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1997
COMMENCEMENT

to ake arun for theborder!
Hey

seniors! its time

A four-yearjourney (sometimes five,six and even seven) willcome to the end on
June15 as Seattle University seniors will walk down the aisle to receive their
diplomas and will leave SU $20,000+in debt. They will be leaving SU withrich
memories. In honor of these memories, the followingpages are devoted to SU's

graduating seniors.

The Young Alums: a group just for you
Ben Carlson

StaffReporter

Graduates willreceive more than a diploma on June 12 when they walk across the stage.
Inside the diploma cover, the Alumni Association plansto include information about
their program anda changeof address form to keepgraduating seniors in touch with the
university.
Atatime whenmost seniors startgnawing on SU's umbilical cord, the Alumni
Association beginsestablishing future ties with students.
Seniors can join the Young Alum program, which applies to students for the first 10 years
after graduation.
"Themain purpose of the YoungAlums is to helppeople stay connected witheach other
and the university," said TinaO'Brien, assistantdirector of AlumniRelations. "We also
provide some vehicles for networking for folks whoare establishing their careers."
Anystudent whocompletes atleast 45 credits at SUbecomes analum.
Alums receiveuniversity benefits, suchas:
" discount memberships to Connolly Center
a subscription to the alumni magazine, the SUN
" library
privileges
" career help
from the Alumni SharingKnowledge (ASK) program
With the Alumni Association's mailing list, students can obtain the current address of
university graduates they havelost touch with.
The Alumni Association does not collect dues.
Young Alumsparticipate indifferent activities than older alums because of their age and
interests.A Young Alum planning committee receives andbrainstorms ideas for several
social gatherings held throughout the year.
The Young Alums have anannual Halloween party andare hosting acruise ofLake
Unionand Lake Washington on June 20.
TheAlumni website, at www.seattleu.edu/alumni,lists the benefits and programs
available to graduates.
To volunteer orparticipate in alumni programs orfor more information,contact Tina
O'Brienat 296-6127.

»"

Don't forget to claim your diploma
NICOLE KIDDER

StaffReporter

For many graduating seniors, after working four long
years ormore,receivinga pieceofpaper that symbolizesthe
achievementsonehasmadeis the happiest dayof their life.
Butfor some, that diploma neverfinds its wayintothehands
of its rightful owner.
Last fall,aman wroteSeattle University asking for acopy
ofhisdiploma, from 1947. After finishing hisrequirements
tograduate,Frank Donaghy immediatelyleft town for ajob
on the outskirts of Alaska. In his haste, he forget topick up
his diploma from school. It found its way into one of two
drawers that are filled withunclaimed diplomas, just waiting for their rightful owners to turn up.

BobbeMiller-Murray, assistantregistrar,foundhis original diploma from Seattle College and mailed it straight to
him. Donaghy wrote her a thank-you letter, grateful he
finallyhadthatdiploma in hishands. He wrote,"Yourtime
andeffort spent willalwaysbe remembered. I
have enjoyed
my share of goodnews inlife, andthis rates right at the top.
Ithas brought me greatpleasure."
The Lost Diploma files contain over 200 originaldiplomas of students' that neverbothered to pick them up. The
oldest one dates back to 1943, belonging to a man by the
name ofThomas Ryan West.
According to Miller-Murray, many students don't re-

ceive their diploma for several reasons. Usually it is
because there is ahold on their account, but some also fail
to turn intheirrecords proving that theyhave fulfilledall the
graduationrequirements or they leave without aforwarding
address.
Miller-Murray says that sheis happy to maildiplomas to
theirowners,providing allholds are clearedandallrequirements are met. Toclaim a long-lost diploma, send a letter
or call the Registrar's office, giving them your name,
studentI.D.number, the datesyou attended schoolhereand
when the requirements were completed.
"If it takes one secondlonger than that, weare going to
have to put it off for a few weeks," Miller-Murray said.
"Rightnow wearereally tiedup withtrying to get this year's
seniorsoutof here,so we shouldbe getting back to those by
about mid-July."

Commencement 1?
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A fond farewell to everyone Iknew at SU
Aimee Keuler

My Core profs, where I

Special to The Spectator
So this is it.Our last week of academia.
WE AREDONE!!Who everthought it would
end like this? For that matter, who thought it wouldever end?
Most of ushave spentour entire lives in one educational institution oranother,and they
say weare muchbetter forit.Looking at my careeroptionsnow,Isuppose I'dhavetoagree.
But this highereducation thing didmuchmore thenenhancemy potentialfor earningsand
material possessions,it enhanced me personally.Now Iknow that sounds sort of trite, but
over the past year, I'vehad many opportunities to reflect upon my journey through SU.
Comparing the personIwas four years ago to the personIam now absolutely blowsme
away. The leaps in maturity, self-confidence, and knowledge of myself and the world
around me have been amazing. My understanding of my own potentiality has grown
exponentially.(Wow, where did all of these fifty cent wordscome from?!)
There are so many peopleIhave to thank for it, because despitemy own initiative and
neverwouldhave founddirection or setmy goals withoutallof you.I
hard work,I
sincerely
apologizefor anyomissions,butI
think it's safe to say,ifIknew you, youmade a difference
inmy life,forbetter or for worse.(Ifyou'rementioned,assumeit's for the better,ifyou're
not, please use your own best judgment.)
To allof the truly exceptional professors, staff, and students Ihave taken class with,
known, or just heard about, (inno particular order):
Dean Petersonand Tim Sorenson, whoplanted the seedfor my love of economics. And
MJ Rivers,Chris Weber and Jim West, whoaided them in their quest.
Ayselgul Ozsomer and Carl Obermiller, who developedmy marketing talents.
Karen Brown and GregMagnan, who almostconvinced me to stay with Operations.
Ben Sopranzetti (double time), Suzanne Erickson and company who made me love
Finance aboveall else.
My other Albers professors: Ann Dawson, Terry Foster and that adjunct Ihad for
Management who's name Ican't remember. Ienjoyed all of your classes and subjects

immensely.

had the opportunity toexplore new worlds and seek
out new life within myself: Chuck Lawrence,
James Perry, Trileigh
Stroh.JeanetteßodriguezHolguin, Pat Burke, Father Gi11is,Gary Chamberlain and Dr. McClelland.
Also, a special thanks to
Jeff Philpott, without
whom Iwould not have
had the confidence to apply for Commencement
Speaker.

The wonderful staff, especially: CraigMalleryand
Wendie Phillips; and the
people within Administration,thePlacement Center,
Teri Anderson / Spectator
RHA,Bon Appetit, ASSU,
OMSA, University Sports, Aimee Keuler graduates with a BA in Business
Administration, Finance Track Sheis also this year's
etc.
The clubs I've had so Commencement Speaker.
much fun in, especially my
familyat Alianza (I almosthad you convinced!),Marketing,Finance,Intramurals, etc
And finally,all myother special friends (I'msorry Ican't nameyouall,but youknow
whoyou are), especially a very warm thanks to a certain "Fluff in my life.
I
couldn't havedone it withoutany ofyou!!See youatCommencement andhopefully
many occasions beyond!!!ADIOS, SEATTLE U!!!!!!!!!!!

Senior gains more than just book smarts

Grief, patience, poetry, a dream andpopcorn highlight a five-year journey
BRIAN HUNTINGTON
Special to The Spectator

"Grief is good," my friend tells me. "Grief means you
were loved, and you loved." "If you never grieved, you
wouldhave a lot more to be sad about."
My friendis right. SU'sbeen the centerof my life forfive
years. Now that I'mleaving,what I'm feelingmost ispure,
havebeenloved
andsimple grief. AndIknow itmeans thatI
here. That I
loved.
People ask meifI'mready to enter thereal world. Itell
me, things are
themI
never left. In the real world,people tell
difficult. If you're not careful, peopleknock you downand
then walk away.
say. SU's prepared me for that. Four years
Well,good, I
me while Iwas
ago,SUknocked me down. Thenitkicked
from me if I
away
down. Then it threatened to walk
squirmed or tried to stand up.
years, untilIwas
Ididn't want that, soIlay very stillfor
almost dead.
eyes and dreamed this
While Iwas there, Iclosed my
poem:
How Did the Resurrection Go?

Iwaslyingon something soft. I'dpissedmy pants. "Ihad
seizure,"
conjectured, "A grand mal, right?"
a
I

Das Boot, the greatest German
movie ever made about a tiny tin

hadfirst fallen
Iwasright. Mypeople toldme thatwhenI
and convulsed,they had run to me.
could
They had turned me on my side to make sure I
my
had
I
hit
my
They
goose-egg
nursed
where
breathe.
higher
head. Theyhadheldme. They hadsoughthelp from

U-boat, told me something once.

Sunk,
sitting on the limestone threshold

of the Mediterranean,
fifty men and a captaincouldnot see
the world at war above them,
thoughit would havebeennice,
they allagreed, to at least be a part
of all that whitecappedpain instead
of the dripping confines pressing
around them anonymously now,
bursting bolts like random bullets,
squeezingout their last breaths.

places.
A fewhad run away,but it wasn't their fault. It was only
their fear. I
could not blame them.
might have
Then we all laughed. It was a good joke. I
died;Ilive. Neener neenerneener.
This past Memorial Day weekend, Ishook a JiffyPop
popcornpan overthekerosene stove ofmyfriend's sailboat.
Eight ofmy people wereon board,playingTrivialPursuitt
around the galley table. The kernels sizzled in the oilfor a
very long time.

After a while someone said the corn probably wouldn't
pop. Then someone said that it would only burn.
maybe shouldgiveupand just come
Thensomeone saidI
and play the game because it was my turn to answer the
question and earn my piece of the pie.
But I
kept shaking the pan.
Theneverykernelexplodedat thesame time, and thepan
ballooned up andexhaled steam. Iturnedoff thestove,and
we tore into thehot foil withour hands.
Later, someone said, "This is the bestpopcornI'veever
had." Someoneelse said, "It was worth the wait."
They wereboth right.
We wereall sad when the last puffs were eaten. We all
wished therecould have been more.
But welickedthe salt andoilfrom our fingersand waited
to see what else there was to eat.

Captain, somehow, kept his cool,
and told the men to do their work,
toplug the leaks and breathe
less, or at least more carefully.

"AH youneedis goodpeople,"
he said carefully first to himself,
then to his number one,
"All youneedis goodpeople."
Then a few days later,
the hard work done,

i.

Well, someone fell as deep

as he could into stone.
No one saw him there.
Then a few days later
he flew away.

the kludges set,
theymanaged to float, and sailed away.
The men gatheredat the hatch to suck new air.

—

—

ThenIfinished dreamingand wokeup.
All around me were my people many from SU smiling at me. Saying Welcome Back.

Brian graduates withdegreesin computerscience and
English.

1997
Hi ho, hi ho... It's
off to Idaho Igo
7dt
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cecutive Editor
Stress,sleepless nights and Spectator hell.

Thank Godit'sover!
hadn't
I
couldn't imaginewhatmy time at SU wouldhavebeenlikeifI
beenexposed to those things.But,I
also can'tbelieve thatafter four years
am
of hidingon theChieftain compound (threeinTheSpectator offices),I
about to be shovedinto the worldof "reality."
Life sucks, then you graduate.
Yes,in justafew shortdays,I
will begin the700-mile-trek from Seattle
toIdahoFalls,Idaho ("Ida-hell"as my friends say) to go to workas areallifeEducationReporter forareal-life newspaper.Damn. Who wouldhave
known?!
Anyway,I
amgoing tomiss thisplace.Life at SUhasbeenpretty good.
really am goingto besadfor leaving(for themost
And,I
can honestly sayI
part).
have
Fromlate nights to last minute scrambles onclass assignments, I
and,
idiot,
likean
literallygonethrough hell here
havecomeback formore
and more.Listen, if thereis anyone out there that is considering fleeing,
do it while you still can.
Inbetweenall the bad stuff, there'sbeen a lot of good stuff that's come
out of my short tenure. For instance, Iam livingproof that a personcan
work full time at The Spectator, part time at The Seattle Times, go to
schooland pulldecentgrades. At the sametime,Iamalso living proof that
you can outsmart campus security, find ways within SU to get your way
(Sorry,Troy).
and tell aprominent SU
' group no and win
Oh yeah,and there s been a lotof good things thathavecome out of my
time at The Spectator.
I've seen apretty good group of people (over the past three years) put
know thai
theirheartandsoul intomaking this paperbetter and better. I
don't
The Spectatormay have abad rep withsome peopleoncampus butI
il,;..).
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Over the past year alone, the staff has done a lot. Besides drinking,
playing pool and whining, they have produced some pretty damn good
—
stuff an extensiveSeattle City Council Investigation (no phone calls,
yet), anin-depth series on the SU and the FirstHill Community(still no
phone calls), done some reallycool feature stories,buried the Hype Box
(miracles do happen),
on-line (never
the day would
ought
to come),broke
thebanister
fallguy story,got abrand
new Fax machine and
on
microwave (thanks ExSpecs) and told ASSU
that "BITCH" was not
acceptable in 200 point
gone
font. Yes,you guessed it,
Iam pretty damn proud.
Anyway,it's beenfun.
But,
before Icut out of
an
here, there are a couple
come
peopleIhavetomention.
know you will
Megan.I
more
more. do a great jobnext year.
Thanks for being a great

From late nights
last minute
scrambles
class
have
assignments, I
literally
through hell here
idiot,
and,like
have
back for
and

f)ne

mend

ana co-woncer.

What
happens
when a
£,roup of
strangers
stop bein£,

polite and
start

getting,
real...

Thisis the true
Spectator's grac

All he wants besides a
diploma is a redhead
with curlv hair
BenBrooks

hell orhig
Ithas be

On-lineEditor
Theendof college as weknowit you're out of there.
is upon aselect group of us. Yes,I
No more stupid rules and
am talking about the SU seniors... classes,only stupid lawsand tasks.
The Class of 1997. Thehallowed
Sleepingin themornings? Only
time of the year is upon us. Time if youhave the night shift.
" New freedom — the freedom
for the Seniors to leave and enter
the "real" world.
to do what we have studied for all
Ihave been here four years... our lives.
"Marriage, children,houses,cars
Four years... it is amazing how
long, and how short, of a period of or apartments, and singles bars.

"
"

Longliveourinside joke!
Perhaps itis not all good, but it
Sorry if Imade any decisions that cause you mucho grief. Remember timethatis.Somuchhas changed.
New buildings on campus, new is not all bad, either.
Idaho Falls is onlya phone call away ifyou everneed anything.
So now wemust leave. But beAnd,James, it seems like just yesterday that Iwas arguing with you professors, friends whohave left,
fore,
Imust leave something bedown at The Spectator offices, about keeping our extra camera in the new friends transferred in... it's
amazing.
hind...
some thanks for the people
business offices. Oh wait, it was yesterday.
is
now.
It
is
Everything
helped
Peggy,
different
who
me through the last
Patrick,thanks for always makingme laugh;
you are going tobe
expected
not
the
Matt,
hard;
Staci,
definitely
years
gal;
whatI
four
and made it the experione awesome PR
thank you for working so
thanks
life
to
be
like.
college
to
end
of
ence
it
turned
out to be.
Donald;
through
bringing
thanks for
life the
every week.
for coming
" Teri Anderson, for being
seniors,
It
is
all
ending
for
the
office.
Also,Tomas, thanks for beinga greatadvisorand wonderful professor. but js thatall bad?Manyofus have around the last four years and hirIhave learned more for you than you will everknow. Thanks for pushing jobs,andmanyofusare still search- ingme for The Spectator.
" Amanda Tratar, for being a
ing. Some of us are going on to
me so hard.
Also,
special thanks to mygood friendsandFridaynightplaymates more schooling,others will never good friend and teaching me the
— Chadvery
and Ben.Well, whatcan Isay sillystring, fast cars, tow trucks, go back. Let us lookat someof the meaning of relationships.
"Chad Marshall, forall the great
Richmond Beach, milk crates, Spice girls, SHERYL CROW, hood rat benefitsand losses being a gradubrings:
senior
times we had on those late nights.
pizza, Peachesand more.Ireally willmiss you both. Ben, "where's my ating
"
" The SULibrary,for three great
RA's,
only the SPD.
No more
car?" Chad, "real men don't drive yellow cars... er... Toyotas." Don't
" No more tests and homework, years of work.
forget me.
" Carol Clay, for teaching me
Well, that's about it.It's been onehell of aride.See ya again...maybe. onlyprojects that mustbe done,or

.

—

Well, if
tosubmits

about theatrical design andgiving
me hope whenI
needed it.
"Father Foster, for inspiring my
interest in English and teaching
me how to remove passive voice.
" PaulRoush, for being there on
all my trips home andforour great
times together.
" Lou Federico,for beingaround
duringdifficult timesand ourtimes
,
together.
So, Ifinally must leave with
some famouslast worksspokenby
friends andacquaintances over the

may remei
A certain
freshpersc

*

"

have reall;
There w
election, tl
at ASSU a

last four years:

" "Don't touch my hair... it's

MY HAIR."

" "It's a tale told by an idiot
signifying nothing."
" "I'm middle class."
" "ZAP!"
" "Let's go get somecrates..."

%

"

call?"
""Oh, you'regonna punt onthat

" "So... the Pinto exploded be-

cause ofthe airbag.'"

Then,th
organizatii
complaint:
IS needs tc
down with
Myone

theinitiati'

""Yes!"

" "Where's security? Did you
one!"

for theres
We man
week The
thelate nij
that you, tl
who will r
We ranc
get it. Reg
school prii
Wedran
Notblood;

«

*

in student
a funky liti
you took tl
Yes, I'rr

hate the pa
twoyears,
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Four years at Seattle
After 27issues of
assignments, layout, University andallI
deadlines, meetings, got is this lousy degree
writing,interviews,

James

debates, arguments,

Figueroa

stress andcountless
computerproblems,

thesesenior editors
aremore than ready
to callit a year But
theyhavesome final
words before they
bolt for the door ..

ue story of The
raduating staffers!
Early-morning ramblings
of a drug fiend
Patrick M. Cant
CopyEditor
havebeen forced at gunpointby ourbenevolenteditor
Well, it's somewhere around 5:30inthemorning.Since I

amstrapped to this machine, come
to submit somethingfortheseniorsection, andit'stoo early tocallmy dealer,I
hell or high water, until Ifinish.
It hasbeen a strange coupleofyears in some respects. There was the giant weaselincident that some ofyou

mayremember. Also, there was therather smallishUFO that landed on campus andleft us with the newchapel.
A certain high-ranking ASSU official was seen, rather drunk, in the company of a quite young-looking
freshperson, stumbling into the bowels of the Campion kitchen during theBattle ofthe Bands, not to reappear
for the rest of the night. Ah, if I'd only had acamera.
We managed toholdelections wherefewerpeople votedthanran,and only fivepeopleran.It seems likeevery
week The Spectator was runninga story about someone quitting orgetting fired. There was the "Bitch"debate,
the late nightrunning hall battles withASSU overwhocontrolled theirpage (we won),and thelacklustereffort
that you, the students, gave toactuallyreadingthe paper.In fact,Iwouldwager thatthere areless than 27 people
who will read these very words.
off,
ordidn't
Weran carefullydesignedstories,intended topisspeople and youeitherdidn'tnotice,didn'tcare,
That's pretty damn sad, since this
year.
letters
to
the
editor
12
the
entire
got
we
about
only
Regardless,
get it.
on education. Apparently, not enough peopleare taking critical thinking classes.
school prides
morning. But did anyone of youcare?
We drank heavily, sleptlate, andrannaked through thequadearly in the
while
picking
short
sides forlime jellorugby and could
up
Not bloody likely.It's ashame, since we often ended
have reallyused yourhelp.
groggyThursday mornings. We coveredthe
There was the "T factor," minor larceny, andmore than a tew
leavingmeUnvonderifthoseevilbastards
reps,
graduate
of
a
seriesof
quitting
election, firing,replacementand
god
of government.
poodles
to
the
great
sacrifice
reps
grad
making
their
at ASSUare
Apparently,
debacle.
IS has been taken overby thesame crack
Information
Services
Then there was the whole
getting fired, they were firing off
wasn't
organizational team that ran Gary Hart's election. If someone
teachers,
thenthe
system
by
and
kicks you off every 12.4 minutes.
complaints We were urgedtogeton e-mail our
fast,
(that's
proletariat
or
the
should riseup andbeat them
you)
damn
IS needs tosolve their personelproblems,
pencils,
do
right?
You
remember
pencils.
notebooks,
and
down with typewriters,
has been ourlives here at Seattle U.,is that more of you will take
crazinessthat
bad
of
this
hope,
inall
Mv one
Votemore (please,or shutupabouthowbadit is),getinvolved
muscles.
power
th initiative and Ilexyour student
running for 6positions), andreadthepaper. I
know,it's
35
students
'60s,
SUhad
in student government(in the
Friday,
actually
hallways
rabble, if
on
but
it
doesinform
you
dorm
litters
the
a funky little free publication that
y to
ye pissed off a few people (ifnot, go back andread this again),but that was intentional.If you

itself

°Y °rm sureT
, readit,that'sbetterthannotcaringandwatchingTV.And,finally,ithasbeenanintercsting

h
■er anti
hate t h*
c papo

Sdwrap

so 1

have. Shit.The editoris screaming atme again,
all eniovyour timehereasmiich asI
TV, andlife willbe good.
watchless
more,
more,
read
sleep
th,s up Drink more,

FeaturesEditor
I'mgoing out with a bang. No,not graduation. WhenIfinally kill
myself, it's going to be spectacular.

I'veactually put alotof thoughtinto this.When (okay, "if) the time
comesandI'm stilla loser, I
willproceedtoprocurea watergun.Doesn't
matterifit'scandy-coatedyellow pukecolored (like the chapel!),I
just
needittobe theright size.Metallic paint shouldbegoodenoughto make
it lookreal to acop in the dark.The pivotal factor wouldbewhether or
not thecophas the courage toactually kill me, as opposed to wounding
somethingreallyimportant.
Iknow what you'rethinking.I
needimmediate psychiatric care and
should neverhave been allowed toescape(himom!). However,mypet
deathwishis more than simple insanity.It is the last desperatepush to
be recognized as havingdone somethingreally cool, something that
would make a difference in the world, something that would get me
some immediateattention(yeah,I
knowI'dbedead, butat least I'dget
my name in the news).
To accomplish my goal of beingimportant,I've triedhard through
four years at SeattleUniversity(youknew I'dget to it sometime) to be
thecomplete opposite of whatIwas inhigh school.Tobe the opposite,
quickly decidedthatI
I
had tobe a leader. But therewasaproblem.This
stupid inferiority complex kept getting in the way. I've never truly
believed that Icould matter. Hell, Idon't even think anybody cares
enough to read this last diatribe.Is there anybodyout there?He110...?
Echo....
Anyway,I
leave Seattle University with nolove lost for its administration.For threeyears Itried to be an importantpersonin the dorms
excuse me, "residence halls" (damn PC semantics) but never got
anywhere.Partof thereasonInevergot to be RA was probablybecause
the selection people realized Ihad a few self-esteem problems, but
writing"pleasedon't view this as acommentaryon yourself' at the end
oftherejectionlettersdidn't make
it anylessdepressing.Also,I
never
seemed to get any respect from
some people in residential life,
and they oftenmade me feel like
a turd. There were others who I
did feel comfortable with, but I
don't want to name them for fear
thatthe peoplewho aren't named
will huntme downand beatme
Thenthere was the Big Three
Controller's, Financial Aid and
Registrar's Office. As a number,
I'vehad
to landme in themathtextbookhall of fame
' enoughproblems
'
Idon t thinkI11everforget the timewhenI
sat aloneinmy room,crying
to mymomon the phone,fatally sure that Iwouldhave toleaveSU the
next quarter and never be able to finish college.
But evenas Seattle University proveda coldand heartlessplace, the
people whowereinithelpedme tostay sane.I'vedevelopedsome great
friendships from freshman year on up. Someof those peoplehavenow
moved on and Imay neversee them again,others Istill say "hello" to
hope to see after Ileave.
on the street and there are many people I
One of the greatest experiences wasprobablyworkingdown here in
thebelovedSpecatator,whereeveryonehadtobefriends or bebanished
to the loner computer in the ad office. It's impossible for a group of
people to bearoundeach other withouta few fights in that huge length
of time, andI'm fairly sure that dreams of murder passed through the
mindsofmy compatriots when Iwouldn'tstop flickingrubberbands at
them.For my part,IthinkIheldupadmirably wellin the face of a rather
demandingeditor (hi Teri!), and I
swear that Iwasneverserious about
the numerous times that Ithreatened to quit.Really.
But through the rough spots the staffof the Spectator put out a good
product, probably the best in years, evenif we didhave an overdeveloped sense of importance in students' lives. Imean, who reallycares
about somecollegerag? (Ed. note-Mr.Figueroahas agreedto therapy

after hislast remarks).

So this is it.I'm down to my lastfew wordsbefore I'm bootedout of
here with a degree thathardly representsmy timehere. I
have onlyone
thing to say.
"I quit."

1997
New jobs, the same dorm,
and lots ofcoffee
Bernard Koontz

Special to The Spectator
Four yearsago,1 graduated from
high school and came to the big
city 1 wasready tomeet newpeople

.

and start a new life. 1 wasn'tdisappointed. As 1 lace graduation from
SU in 11 short days, I consider
where I have been and what I've
done
My first quarter, Imoved into

Campion 6,startedtheHonorsProgram, worked for Bon Appetit at
the Chieftain, ami actually wrote
drafts of my term papers a few
weeks before they weredue (a feat
never to be accomplished afterwards).Ic]ui t my careerat theChieltain to locuson Calculus nextquarter (I threw the book at my door
more than once). Ireluctantlyapplied to be an RA winter quarter.
and to my great surprise got hired.
My first year Ialways wondered
which apartment building—Iwould
little
end up in on Capitol Hill
did I know my RA career would
keepme inCampionfor fourycars.
Imoved onto Campion 12 the
next year for my first year of RA
life.1 began to pay homage to the
coffee god andmade many trips to
anobscure coffee shop on 15th that
often had a pig walkingin front of
it. Thecoffee shop closed, but I'm
not sure what happened to the pig.

My classes weregreat,in thebrand
new Pigoit. which everyone was
very excitedabout. Myexperience
in Honors cametoan end, andIhad
to learn how to taken written finals
— I'dstilllake anoralany day over
a written. That summer Iwent to
Guadalajara through the University of Arizona, an adventure to
foreshadow my year long study
planned for Mexico next year.
My junior year returned me to
Campion 6, this time in the "big
room" at theendof thehall.I
started
working at Torino's, and made
many a line sandwich, until Igot
ledup with too little sleep and quit
inMarch. Itook the GREs that year
and constantly changed my mind
between going into law, education
or political science. I discovered
CafeVivace whichbecamemy new
favorite coffee house, and consumedmany Nico mocha'sthere. I

Spending senior year in charge
TROY MATHERN
Special to The Spectator
willnever
My time atSeattleU.I
forget. It has been a life giving
experience.The faculty, staffand
administrators are a greatbunch.
Ihave seenalotof peoplededicated to students.I
would recomto
mend this school alot ofpeople
even though there are quite a few
things
I
wouldlike toseechanged.
,~
,PHOTO „-.
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Ihave learned and grown so „■„'TroyMathemjouus the rest ofthe1996-97 comal
ASSUPresent
for
much that i. is hard to put into
alast
lcture
ther
He
ls graduating witha degreein philosophy.
P
to^
words.Iremember dorm life,random parties,many 21 runs andso much studying.
spent four years in the ASSU office and had achance to represent my fellow students. My greatest
I
memories of student government are not the work of writing memos, returning phone calls, scheduling
meetings andall the office work there is to do. The greatestmemories are sitting in my office at threea.m.
hada chance tobuild many relationships thatIwouldn't have
playingchessor talkingabout randomthings.I
otherwise.
I
am now graduating andmoving on.Ido not know where life will takeme but toall my fellow graduates
hope
I you enjoy graduation, even if itis alittle boring. Good luck.

.

.
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Ihad a lot of opportunities
stuff alter graduationwasa class all by itself.
—
me,
grateful
for those Itook and those Idid
openup for
which I'mvery
I
would
not
like
to live again,but one I'm glad
year
busy
lotabout what it meant to be chal- not.It's been a
I
made
it
out
for coffee as much this year,
Unfortunately,
community
Thatsumdid.
Ihaven't
lengedinour
over,at leastthat's
Andit'salmost
I
have
Deluxe.
although
I'requentcdThe
merIwas off to the NorthCascades
fun,
where
I
what
the
camp
says.
for summer
calendar
I'moff for adventures for a few yearsuntilI'll returnto Seattle.I"IImiss
would become known as the "En— "I said put that stick running up it's hills, the smell of the leaves in the fall, the rain (I'm an
forcer"
native,can't live withouta littledrizzle), and most ofallI'll miss feeling
downl"
Then my senioryear. A new job like I'm at home. But., it's time to move on, so Isay farewell without
regret, but with sincerity.
at CampusMinistry, and a move to
Campion 10 kept me busy. Ifelt Bernardis graduating with degrees inhistory andpolitical science
like filling out allthepaperwork for andaminor in English.
started to tutorat theEretrianCom-

munity Center, and begantolearn a

.
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A PaidAdvertisement

ST. PHILOMENA
Known as the Wonder Worker
Thank you St. Philomena for conveying the
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following request to the Queen of Heaven:
ear Blessed Mother. Ever Virgin Mary
jM/ anc Mother of God, Please ask your Divine
on to iear m y Pray ers
"Dear Jesus, Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity. The Word Made Flesh, True God
and True Man, and our Redeemer, Please,
please, grant my humble prayers. Thy will
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be done."
My Prayers were granted. Ipromised
publication and nine Rosaries in
thanksgiving for each favor granted.
-A grateful Client.
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Easter Egg Hunt
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Summer Soccer
Event
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Your first event:
A spectacular 3 hour cruise!!
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Christmas Mass
and Reception

p

Downtown

CaX
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Date: June 20
Place: Chandler's Cove
Lake Union
Time: Boarding at 7:30 p.m.
Cost: $15 before 6/17, $20 after
No host bar

Volunteer
Opportunities
HH

And more!
»

Space is limited, so RSVP early
by calling the Alumni Office at

Breakfasts
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Regional Alumni
Gatherings
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are automatically eligible

for these benefits, among others....
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Alumni Audit Program, Career Services, Library Privileges, Alumni Credit Card
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296-6127, stop by ADM 120,
For more information, contact the Alumni Office at
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or checkout our website at http://\Aww.seattle.edu/alumni.
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General Commencement Information
(Renter (Seating t^ian
ImportantDates!
Thursday, June 12
*

Caps and gownsandCommencement tickets will
be issuedinPigott Auditorium fromnoon to 7p.m.
Pleasenote thattherewillbe noopportunity topick
up apparel beforeJune12or after 1p.m.on June14.
Ticketsfor guests willbeissued to graduatesupon
presentation ofphoto identification whencaps and
gowns are picked up.
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Friday, June 13
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Caps andgowns and Commencement tickets will
be issued inPigott Auditorium from 11a.m. to 2p.m.
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Saturday, June 14
*

Caps andgowns andcommencement tickets will be
issued inPigott Auditorium fromnoon to 1p.m.
*
Baccalifareate Mass willbe held at 2:40p.m. atSt
James Cathedral,Ninth AvenueandMarionStreet
Tickets are not required,butseatingis limited.The
Cathedral willbe open forrobingat 1:40 p.m.
*
ThePresident's Reception willbeheld inCampion
Ballroom, EastJamesStreet, from 4:30 to 6 p.m.
Family and friends are welcomeand willbe
personally greeted by the actingpresident
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Sunday, June 15
*

The SeattleUniversity Alumni Association
sponsors the GraduatingClassBreakfast each year
a wayof welcominggraduatesintothe
associationand to offer their own words of
congratulations onthegraduates'achievement
This year,the breakfast willbe heldat9 a.m.in
CampionBallroom,East JamesStreet andTenth
Avenue.For furtherinformation, contact the
AlumniAssociationat (206)296-6100.
*
Commencement begins at 12:40p.m. at theSeattle
Center,305 Harrison Street Admissionbyticket
only.Graduates report to the MercerForum at
SeattleCenter nolater thannoon (enter onMercer
Street at Thirdbetween the Arenaandthe Opera
House)andgo to theroom designatedfor the
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This special is a supplement of The Spectator,Seattle \j&"'j(
University'sstudentnewspaper.ltispublishedpriortoSpring
Commencement. Questionsconcerningitshouldbedirected^^^^BJßijLj m »
Hp^^oTeriAnderson,ExecutiveEditor, at(206)296-6476.
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PatrickCant
Moralsupport:

Donald Mabbott, Peggy Eaton, James

Figueroa,RyanMishio,MollyMcCarthy
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